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KING

WHEAT

WINS .V Where Great Battle May Rage in Constantinople

III SULTAN

JEST

W

i

PARTY

Use Power With
Germany and
Britain.

BY THE
YOl'N'fl Tl'KKS'
THK BUIlMiK SHOWN IX THE PHOTOGRAPH MVST BE CKOSSKO
THOOps FOB TH KM TO REACH STA M BOl'L, TUB PART OF CONST A NTI .VOPL.K IN WHICH THK Tl'BK-1SHAS
THE SI LTAN
SKAT OF IHIVEIIXMKNT AND ALL THE GRKAT MOSQl'ES ARK LOCATED.
TRAINED HIS ARTILLERY ON THIS BRIDGE.

H

Constantinople, April 22. The Sul- One of them has sent a message
22.
April
Trinidad,
James
A. I'Httcn, Chicago's win at king, who tan of Turkey and the chiefs of the to the coast, asking for he lp Immediwas reported yesterday to have de- Constitutional party have reached an ately. The women are entirely alone
and helpless. Villages are in iUunes
serted the wheat battle to inspect the agree-nnt under the terms of which tmd Hadjin Is Infested by Neimati
crop for himself, arrived here today
and left shortly
afterward fur his majesty remains sovereign of the tribes.
Messages from the interior are
Tercio, Oolo., from where he will empire, but with powers more resuppressed by the authorities. Tin
drivo to the ranch of W. 11. Bartlett, stricted than before the palace
situation in the country ei.st. north
near Vermejo Park, N. M., a trip of
of April 13.
is serious.
and west of
twenty-fiv- e
mlleM.
was reached after There has been massacres and pilfatten Is nervous and tired and a The agreement
conference lasting all day, and un- lage- nt Antioch and riots at Ilirejim.
replied shortly to the reporter who
asked his plans. lie refused to an- til a late hour the outcome was not Business Is at u standstill and Arabs.
and Circassians are in the
swer when asked if he was Inspect- known. It was expected that if no Kurds gre-at
numbers.
ing the crop.
He will spend some agreement could bo reached the .Su- city In
At Ayas 41.S murders have been
time at the ranch for a rest.
They Joined
At the hotel w here Patten rested ltan would continue as head of the released from prison.begun
depredathe mob and have
the clerk warned him that it would government indefinitely.
betions.
Negotiations are proceeding
be dangerous to attempt the 'passage

ly.'krert.Mi.L.u)

e

be-in-

v

tween Nazlm Pasha, commander of
the First army corps, which garris
ons the capital, and the commander
of the army of Investment on the
following points:
of
Dlsbandment
&00 time expired men In the city of

IJ-MIT

FOR

mmm

DINNER

a1

ASIA

Killed
.An
London, April 21. A message from
Tarsus says: "1. M. Rogers wag
kill?'), the othi'rs safe." This communication Is taken to mean that
Henry Maurer, who was reported
killed Ht the sarur tlrn-- j Rogers d!ed.
may be alive.
Ten Tlxeusanel IHvul.
Constantinople, April 22. Acceird-Into advices received from Asiatic
Turkey, 10,000 Armenians have been
massacred at Adana and In the vicinity of that city.
AiiM-rtvu-

TO LIFE

IN PRISON

Jury Spent the Night and Day
Considering Evidence and
Was Sent Back After Reporting at Noon
Mombasa. April 22. Roosevelt and
Today.
party left this afternoon
for the
:

ranch of Sir Alfred Pease. Before
starting, Roosevelt telegraphed King
Falvvard thanking hlrn for his message of greeting.
He also sent
a
cablegram of thanks
to Emperor
William.
Tho start of the party was made at
11:30 this morning for tile Kapitl
Plains, whe re they will b conveyed
to the ranch of Sir Alfred Peaao ou
the Athi river. Sir Alfred Is there,
awaiting his guests. Tho party will
there a week, making It the
base for shooting operationes and then
moving on to Nalrunel.
It was dark before the Roosevelt
party landed from the steamer Admiral yesterelay evening, but despite
this fact, there was a crowd of natives
and Europeans ut the dock to s e
Roosevelt. The Admiral woe boarded
by the governeir'a aide, who greeted
isevilt, and a guard of honor was
,,,.., whn he landed.

v

!"""

-uter deliberation! lasting; over SO
hours, the Jury in tha case of the territory versus Jack Donahue, charged
with killing Justlnlano
Chaves, at
4:10 o'clock thU afternoein returned
a verdict of murder In the second degree, and recommended
that th
court extend clemency to the defend- 4nt.
...
IVni;:..,.
' Donrehue'
stobu besiUe his attorney
B. J,. Medler and W..C Heacock and
heiHrd the verdict in the same composed manner that h exhibited aJi
through the trial. His right head,
rested in his trousers' pocket and his
face was unmoved.
Attorney Medler Immediately gave
notice of the filing of a motion for
new trial, the Jury was excused and
filed out of the court room, tired and
worn after a vl. :'. of over a week, during which time ney had been held
con flv ent. , ...
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Hatuid. Sullan of Turkey,
from a mvnt photogrupli. Youiik
Tui-kileiiuind that hii utttptalili
young iM iiK'.' Im- - made Sultan in Ills

AImIuI

s

s

t

r

rie-t-

s

xan-dielt- a.

was greeieu
steal, honors.

me

u.i
ll paid a tribute to the cept mo irjivi., u....
in which he
people for their energy In civilising further instruction,
pointed out that the Jury should
the unciviiixed places of the world. agree
if It were possible, because
He ald he an surprised at the progress of British East Africa, but hd this was tho second trial and by as
good a Jury

c

i

w

warned his
that they could
not expe'it to accomplish in a short
time what It required the Americans
twenty generations to elo.
He expressed pleasure at the welTI'ltKKV.
MAP OF THE NEW TROUBLE SPOT
comegiven by the British cruiser
Pandora, whose rails and masl were
ma lined with cheering tailors w hen
the Admiral came Into port. Sedous In
SAYS CUTTER SERVICE
UPTON Will TRY
expressed the hope that
a
Roosevelt would use his power In fuIS NOW USELESS ture' to bring about cordial relations
AGAIN FOR CUP
between Great Britain and Germany.
When the- 1'ooneveit party reached
liurue--- .
station this morning
Muele by I'oiine'i- Ollire t tit- - railroad
re
Wan i Another Chance
was u guard eif honor from t,ie
May
anil
at Trophy and Will Build Two
ciuisi r Pandora lined up at the staBe Made.
Yacht.
Intion. The building was elecorate-Wiisliiiigton, D. C. April 22.
side and out With flags.
Roosevelt
Chicago, April 2J The Tribune Charges by James A. Burns, formerly spent
morning at the government
prints the; following ttpecial cable lieutenant and engine er oiticer In the house. the
from Naples:
reve nue' cutter si rviee, will probably
"Sir Thomas Upton, who is Jieie-wit- le ad to an investigation. His charges
his yacht Erin, asks that formal relate' largel)' to coast matters and
BOARD WILL
announcement be made that, le- will have been filed w ith the se cretary of NEBRASKA
try again for the American . up and the treasury.
charges
that
the
Burns
will forward his challenge In Auguvt! service- - is not properly equipped to
MAKE VALUATION
next for a merles of races unde r unl- - carry em the work eif
versal rulew with a nine ty foot boat. that ollic-rne
f
ntly
refused
have
"I think it would be the be st plan," to move to the resi ue of sinking ships
Work Will Go Ahead linli-- r New Ijiw
he said, "for a representative to carry until otde'ii-to do so from Washt
Big Stun
Whieli ProUdenotice of the challenge pe rsonally o ' ington; that tin- - service exists withOwiipletioii.
the New York Yacht c:ub av.el I w ..' out reason In that the insignificant
await the answer at my heetel.
do not warrant the
duties perfierme-nge will, of
be ioti'iole
Lincoln, April 22. This week the
i. rge appropriations made for
its
to cove r a series of races under Ann railway commission
state
Ne'braska
finally
the
maintenance;
and
that
;
I, an rules.
i; j
do not ask for
will take the Initiative In the task
prote-etinin
seals
tile
work
of
rule-but the re Is no sense :n o.i Alaska Is politically nothing but the the recent legislature- laid out for it
"
lules made half a century
value of railpredeelioii of the business of the ot fixing the physli-a"Let it be understood I have no American
telephone. telegraph and exa road
company,
Commercial
complaint to make of past tie atoie-upress company property in thestute.
corporation.
The best boat lias always won. T!m private
A preliminary
conference was held
of
charges
time
at
the
Burns
that
reason for my persistence U that
thre-commissioners
In last week by
eif
Valencia
liner
the
wreck
tie
want the cup. In these further
Sliallenbcrger,
Governor
at
revand
1H06,
January.
were
three
there
1
will give good sport evn
i,:i,
inters within a radius of 200 which announcement was made thai
,
I loese' again. 1 do not think
tit.
idling at their the $40,000 appropriated to begin
York Yacht e'lub will ileeliic anotlier miles that remained
anchor for three days until ordered the work is now available.
I'oliti st for tile cup under c oei;. 'o
The commissioners will proceed on
of the stricken
to go to the
have named.
At the theory that the law Is perfect
lio ii ship by the treasury department. dis"The races will be belli a j
and the appropriation Is to be extnxt fall. I would build two ja ois' the linn- of the San Francisco
pended although
It has been anami use the bi tter. My m ini is made aster in Hiuti. Hie eaptain of the
McCulloe-moved his ship away nounced that the validity of the enup for another trial, but I s.i;ill no.
from the harbor and refused to part- actment is questioned and that suit
f orward a formal ' h.ili' iigi' until Auinw ill btee test its constitutionality
work becausegust. If Amerii'ans want a rum- on icipate- in
by stituted Just as .soon as an attempt
not be lie ve himself rei nguize-tair terms liny may have it. My deis
to use any of the appropriasigners are now working on plans for tin- naval officers in command of the tionmade
or to appoint any of the
harbor.
mv ne'W boats."
or
needeel for the
work. It is said the law Is discrimY lsY.
IIILDKF..V
KTTDY SOILS OF
HOYS BOB Bid)
Showing
April
22.
Chicago, April 22 Study the souis inatory in that it exempts the South
I'hilad.'lpliia.
mnha Stock Yards company.
large rolls of money. Giving a barber of children.
it for a shave and a bartender $lu
That Is one of the purposes of the
MIMSTK.K W AS Hi: llltllllM.ll.
two
Juvenile Psychopathic Institute,
for two glasses of
NewApril
22.
negro boys arouseil the suspicion
York.
d in Chicago, by philanthropist's
workers. Graeme Furbay. who was dismissed
of the police- that they might have and prominent
church ten
been implicated in ttie robbe'ry of Is tiual objects are to obtain for from the Prmbyteiiati
proper treatment, years ago for drunkenness, is again a
"!P-s- y juvenile offende-rDhoda Lovell, the
according to their memtallty und sur- minister, having been reordalni'd bv
quei n" w ho lost J 10,000 while-shlay sick In her tent at Bryn Mawr. roundings and to achieve a diminution the New York Presbytery. Furbay's
near this city, and they were taken of juvenile criminality by eradicating reform and his conscientious life afinto custody.
the contributing causes in Individual ter he ftrt fell from giace resulte'd
In his being restored to g md standing
The oil Gype-- was robbed on Sun- fasten.
has employed in the church.
day. The police declare the negro-- s
The organization
Dr. Furbay Issued a statement afmedical tab nt and ea. h
have admitted their guilt. During the ci.mpe
night the police took the prisoners to child brought Into the juvenile' court ter the ceremony saying that he was
the home of onte of thu boys, where will be examined physically and men- not seeking a church, but that he
it la said they recovered $3,000. The tally and his home surroundings, ani would devote his time to uplifting
police are looking for another boy even his ancestry inquired into with men who are "down and nut." Dr.
to determining the caue of Furbay U a graduate of Princeton
who Is tald to have gone to
A view
and a native of Philadelphia.
spi-ec-

Washington. April 22. President
Tuft is enthusiastic feir stalehooel for
New Mexico and Arizona, and as a
lesult of the' requests of Delegate
Came'iein of Arizeina and Dele gate Andrews of New Mexico, h' has prom-tie- d
to iiiK.'rt in his message to Congress next December an urgent
that CongresM pass an act
the two territories to inter the
union as lull fledged states.
Chairman Hamilton, of the House
committee' on territories, has been
president
in e'onsult.etiioi
with theince- the last Ceingress
s veral times
in
to the .ttlit' hood euestiou,
and will, within a few el.iys,
in Ceiugress a bill enabling the
to enter the
union
twei territories
separately.
This bill will follow in
general the one introduced at the last
ses.-iowhich was drawn after many,
loicg conference's between officials of
the two territories, the delegates, and
me uiheTS of Ceingfes
who are
thi ir lntlu' nee to have- - the territories admitted, uiid with all the
be neliis possible to give them.
It is not expected to make any
U pass this .i!l at tho p.'esi-nsession of Congress. K is the Intention of Chairman Hamilton to intro-etue- e
may
it so tlii't the liuinbera
have- an opportunity to study (t durwill
ing the reces.
Its pl'JVisiollS
be well kiiow'i by the- time Congress
convents in xt winter, and on this
that not much
ui'count t time' wii! ie lost in its consideration.
st

Constantinople and their replacement
with Saloniki troops: punishment of
the troops concerned in recent riots
by
uiul the policing of the capitol
Macedonian gendarmerie.
Now Iniin l"Hiialhs.
April 22. Th- situation in Asiatic Turkey Is distinctly
threatening.
A wave of fanaticism
which originated at Adana sonic ten
In
d:,ys ago and found expression
killing Christians, is spreading generally. More than lti.OUO Armenians
have been massacred In Syrian towns
and villages during t lie outbursts of
fanatical zeal that took place at the
time of the spring festival in honor
of Mohamej and upon receipt of the
news of the overthrow of the heretical governine-nat Const.'intinople.
I 111''
of
embassy place's the numhe-Killed as high us l.l.uOO.
Til' government has sent urgent demands
be put down and the
that the
leaders punished.
A dispatch sii
that the Albanian
town of llailjin is bileanurd by Ms-le-tribesmen who are awaiting re
inforcement befeire rushing the defenses. A message from Antioch,
filed April l'J- says that murde r and
plunder is slill going on. Tarsus reports the' situation better anil liinr-tia- l
law dee lured. Aleppo reports the
situation of Americans dangerous but
r ule have been kilii'd.
UIumV low ii WilM-e- l Out.
Aleppo, Asiatic Turkey. April 22.
Kirikan,
of
The entire population
leicated
between he re and Ale
massacred, even to
has
the lat babe. Th French mission at
AIIM MKNTK.
WOl'LI)
by fan.itical MosKkbuz is be st ige-Chicago. April 22. Limitations of lems.
village of
The Armenian
rm:iments by the great world power
is surrounded and it Is rela to be one of the chief questions to ported that the situation is hopeless.
be discussed at the coming national Buildings at the edge of the town are
peace congress, s t liere for May 3. in flames.
4 and 5.
Ame rietiiis in Danger.
on
The report of the committee
Aleppo. April 22. Five American
resolutions, of which Judge K. O.
W
women missionaries are In danger at
Brown of Chicago is chairman
likely to deal in detail with this topic. Padjin, a village in Asiatic Turkey.
three-fourth-

AT

Expresses Surprise at Progress of
Africa and Is Asked to

..

from Tercio to the Bartlett ranch because of the blizzard raging.
"I don't care," replied the wheat
king. "I want rest, and I am going
after it."
The stage cannot reach the ranch
before night'ill and th roads are
dangerous because
of tremendous
landslides.
Wlwal Owner Jtroken.
Chicago, April 22. A further trewheat
mendous drive at the
corner today, to many traders spelled the end of the big bull market.
1.09
July near the close touched
ami May $1.20.
A report that the bull campaign In
wheat has been abandoned is atloat.
The question also arises: Has James
A. Patten changed his views?
These questions were current w hen
the slump In wheat continued today,
prices reaching a point 8 to t (i cents
under the high point of last week,
when Patten declared that wheat was
worth every cent paid for It.
Repeatedly asked if he had a corner un May and July deliveries, Patten denied that he had. asserting
that the actual users of wheat were
responsible for the price. Since then
in
the market has been declining
such a way that ordinarily followers of I'atten are unable to explain.
Today, instead of the recovery expected, the market opened nervous
and weak. The bears Jubilantly pressed their advantage, pointing to the
weak foreign markets as indicating
that there is no world wide shortage
of wheat. Armour, who in a recent
Interview, upheld the Patten view,
was reported as selling in the Liverpool market.
In the Uartlett-Patti'- ii
offices
the
break was characterized as a "Hurry."
The Patten allies said, "wait." The
eight cent decline made a big hole
no
in their paper profits, although
one knows how much. Also there
have been heavy, actual losses among
traders whose resources have given
out.
Four prominent houses are said
to have sold an aggregate of seven
million bushels during the day. Stop
loss orders poured In the wheat pit
so fast that brokers seldom could
of a
execute within
cent of the price aimed at. The
week's decline has wiped out nearly
a million dollars profit for the bulls.
mm1 llax e to I(m.
Tle Bartlett ranch to which James
A. Patten, the wheat king of Chicago,
has gone for a rest, comprises several thousand acres in the extreme
northern part of Colfax county, a
Its
few miles from Vermejo Park.
owner, V. H. Bartlett, Is a millionaire, formerly a resident of Chicago,
and associated with I'atten in some
of his campaigns on the board of
The location of the ranch
trade.
Is scenic-allideal and as it Is miles
from a railroad, Patten will have
plenty of opportunity to rest.
Many brokers long on wheat but
who waited for a higher price, are
Much blame Is placed on
bitter.
Patten for leaving the market before
the hull movement reached a safer
stage.

DONAHUE

CLUB ENTERTAINS

Bears Beat Prices Down Eight massacre Continues and Has
Spread to Numerous DisCents This Morning and
tricts In Asiatic Turkey
Heavy Losses Will ReAmerican Women
sult to Small
In Danger.
Ones.
Co!

CONVICTS

n.

nt.

y

CtuLARED BROKEN

lPY
UUIll

KILLING
Former President Anxious to
Get into the Jungle
and Shoot Big
Verdict of Second Degree Mur-de- r
Came.
Was Brought In
Late This After-noo-

J

KIlllKfi

FANATICS

CORNER IS WHEAT

NUMBER 8G

rnn ninnii
irnir
LtAYt run KAIibll

Patten Goes to Bartlett Ranch Agreement Finally Reached
by Which He Remains
In Colfax County to
as Head of
Recuperate
Health.
Gov-ernme-

igM
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Denrer, Colo.. April
get-- er
with frost.
Colder soo.fc portloi
Friday; fair warmer north poriion.

ROOSEVELT AND PARTY

.V

FORECAST

illy fair

1909.
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It is c enliiiently be'lieved that statetwo
terriill be gien thehood

tories this winter without much deAil the government departments
having an thing to do with the terriIn
favor of
tories ale- unanimous
Tlo-iare t..i,d to be over
state hood.
Ml of the !2 votes in the Senate in
favor of admitting New Mexico and
Arizona and it is believed there will
be no more opposition in the House
when the
than tlure was h.st
enabling act p.csnl with a big vote
supp Tting it.
From all indications in the capital
New M'xii'o and Arizona will be admitted us states within nine months.

lay.

sF.i: imi: in mx hoi.
Cleveland, April 22. A survey
of ye sterilay's storm shows .seven
injureil anil sevwere killed,
eral deeiibthss will die. property damage is placed at one
million. The
weather bureau recorded wind
h'city of 6. miles an hour but it la
believed in tlie path of the torm the
Five
wind was 75 miles an hour.
were killed at Cleveland and two at
Ashtabula.
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as could possibly be expected to be had and because the
case was a great expense to the
county and (o thy defendant,
presumably, as well, he sent It back for
further deliberation.
At 2:30 o'clock three loud raps on
the door on the Jury room announced
that the Jury had another report to
When the d,or was opened
tho foreman gave the bailiff a folded
paper and said that the Jury wished
to make a communication
to
the
court. Judge Heacock for the de
fe nse objected to the court receiving
any communications from the Jury
that were not fer the public and
Judge Abbott sent the communication
back to the Jury room.
At 2:30 o'clock Foreman Romero
appeared with another communication for the court. Judge Abbott and
the attorneys read It and It was finally read In ope-court against the
if the attorneys
for the
defense.
Following Is tile communication:
"To the Honorable Court: Will the
court permit the Jury to recommend
the penalty, should the Jury find a
verdict in either first or second degree murder or manslaughter?"
In response- - to thi communication,
Juelg Abbott read the territorial statute governing the authority the court
has In Instructing the jury In the
niatti-of reaching verdicts and the
n commendations a Jury may make
In a murder case. The Jury was thee,
sent back. to the Jury room for further deliberation.
The communication caused considapprehension
among
erable
th!
friend of Donahue. The opinion had
been freely expressed that the trial
would result In a hung Jury. The fact
that the jury failed to agree last
night and during the early hours of
the forenoon strengthened the belief
that the Jury would not agree. The
report at 11:30 that the jury could
not agree was In keeping with the
opinion of many.
Tini ommunication
which the
court received but did not open at
2:j0 o'clock was the first intimation
that a verdict might be reached. It
Is believed that twenty ballots were
taken during the twenty-thre- e
hours
the Jury
Seven It Is
saiil. were made last night but the
results were not known. The Jurors
slept In the court room last night on
lots provided for them as they had
since the first night of the trial.
brought
Three time s a d.iy they
to the city and given me:ils served
nt the Ycndome restaurant.
Before noon it was reported that
tlieball-iduring the early morning
hour- - had varieii from nine for acquittal and three for conviction, to
eleien for conviction and one for
Thein
it.i!.
verdict of murder
tin- se cond degre e Is believed to have
lie
i a compromise'.
The penalty for murder In the second degree In New Mexico is from
three years to life, according to the
dine retlon of the court.
obje-ction- s

r
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ALBUQUERQUK CITIZEN.

PAGK TWO.

The Albuquerque Citizen:
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WbbKLX
Mexico,
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

the oimciAL newspaper.
"

March 29, 1909.
N'pw Mexico. Office of the Secretary.
with section 9 of
Public notice is hereby Klven that in complianceThirty-eightlegts-h
Council substitute for House bill No. 213 of the
of
Secretary
the
requiring
17,
1909.
stive assembly, approved March
New Mexico, The
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of
Albuquerque Citizen la hereby designated as such official newspaper of
NATHAN JAFFA.
New Mexico. (Signed)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)

T.rrttnrv nf

SUBSCRIPTION HATES.
..
Dm year by mail in advance
month by mail
month by carrier within ctty limit.
matter at the
Sntattd a aejond-clas- s
sutler Act of Oon&tm of March S, 117.

$5.00
6
0

CM

Powtofflce of Alboqnnrque, X. M.,

The only Illustrate! daily newspaper in New Mexico and the kea adSoutbvree.
of
the
1s1ih medium
wtrr. a i.nronKRorE nrrrzEV IS:
of the Soctibweei.
The leading RopobUcan daily and weekly newspaper
-The advocate of Republican principle ana me square iremi.
AXUTjQTTEnQrE CTTTZKX HAS:
The fin rat equipped Job department In New Mexico.
It latest reports by Associated Prew and Auxiliary News Service.

CHS
4

"WB GET THE NEWS FIRST.'

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Ws fsvor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
iaiiorm.
fcrtsona as separate states In the Union. Republican National
--

Waste Basket Hats
Have the designers of millinery and dress goods for the spring of 1909
conspired agalnut the women? Is there a sardonic plot among these designers to demonstrate that women will stop at nothing that fashion decrees?
shapes in hats and such hideous shades and
"I neve.- - saw such abominable my
life," said a conservative woman jestor
nttern in dress foods in all
day. "On the other hand, I never saw more attractive patterns for men's
.inthlne. I have hunted in vain for pretty cloth for a tailor suit, but l1
have seen dozens of men's suitings in the windows and on the street that
coveted."
It Is known to the initiated that many millinery designs are made by
nn. and that nearlv all dress Broods patterns are of their invention. Can
the
It be that these makers of fashions have been so ungallant as to give
men the best Of it for a seasqn? The theory looks rather plausime. women
ovH to nut anvthln? uglier on tlK'lr heads than some of the
new waste basket, beehive, brad bowl or basket s'.iap.'s shown this year
And certainly no more unbecoming shades were ever made to "prevail" than
nn,t nf th faun
mnk mauve, ateel. nlate. catuwbu and mallard "tones
offered In the name of fashion.
Whether by design or not, this spring s millinery and dress goods do
nut women's subserviency to fashion to u severe test. Such a demonstra
tion would not. of course, carry any salutary lesson with it but for the fact
them
that It also rives those r courageous taste a chance to distinguish
iil- -.
selves by their lndepende ;e. After all, there art, some standard urtlclqsVilTer
ihAU hn vnfiiiut in follow the tlir niK. and fashion does
some reasonable compromises between the conservative old and the eci
trio new.
But. as the political orator snys, "the fact remains" that whoever is re
sponsible for many of the hats and gowns worn this season carries a heavyresponsibility, indeed. It takes real beauty or some other especially charminr fpmininA mialltv for a woman to hold her own in a smoke gown and a
waste basket hat.

he

0t fflust Be Stopped
A protest has been filed In Washington against the "wheat corner" and
this artificial con
to think of it, that
than they exercise
tolerated tnis par
demand for relief.
The prices of grain and bread should be governed by the natural gupply and demand, not by the arbitrary limitation of the supply by speculators.
It is true that the practice of monopolization and extortion has become so
general that the people have become Inured to it to some extent; but they
should, at least, demand freedom of exchange in all foodstuffs. The grain
manipulator brings very little benefit to the farmers. The big profits grow
ing out of his transactions go almost wholly Into the pockets of the gamblersThe people are plundered by those who "play the game.
There was a time and there was a government once that handled this
kind of malefactors with little compunction. Acting on humane impulses,
but employing severe measures, the authorities took those who made "cor
ners" on foodstuffs and nailed them by the ears to posts In public places,
Where physical torture was supplemented by popular derision. Nowadays
cur punishments are more humane, but our methods of protecting the peo
ple against outrages are certainly less effective.

the advance in the cost of flour and bread resulting from
trol of the grain market. It Is amazing, when you come
a people bletsed with a much larger measure of freedom
In fighting the wrongs to which they are exposed, have
ticular form of imposition so long without an Irresistible

-

-

-

In Congress announce that they will not try to prevent
new tariff bill but will be quite content to allow the Re
publicans to pass it and take the consequences. This Is what the Repub
lican party has been doing for a good many years in all matters of legislation

The Democrats

the passage of the

and thus far the consequences have not been exactly

w

hat the Democrats

an-

v

The London Globe publishes a lengthy article on the ferocity of the tiger.
This is merely In connection with the Roosevelt hunting trip and has nothing whatever to do with the variety this territory put out of business re
cently.
A

Kansas widow whose husband died and left her a pension of $12 a
"I'll stick to the pension. 1 haven't yet seen another
$12 a month."

month recently said:
man who was worth

An Indiana girl has a pet cat which can play the. piano. This probably
accounts for some of the wonderful gyrations in classical music wuich we
now and then hear.

It will soon be that blissful season when lovers stroll in tha moonlight
while former lovers take the carpet out in the unllght and raise a few blis
ters knocking out the dust.
According to the Kansas City Journal two Missouri mules were recently
kicked to d ath by a bronco. Fortunately, the Ananias club Is now a closed
incident.
Many a woman is responsible for her husband's business su, cess by
In a position where he simply had to earn more money.

putting him

It does not look like hard times in Albuquerque when the picture shows
are forced to turn away fcverul hundred people a day.
The fewer friends you have the less chance you have to tell troubles
to them and consequently the ! ss trou'ile you have.
We think we have quite a problem in this country
esidents, but look at Venezuela.
do with ex--

in

A gentle little ditty was flont- ing through the air: a song so
glad and happy that It seemed
to banish care. A sentimental
youngster who was strolling
down the street heard the slng- cr's voice so gentle and he con
Jured visions sweet, lie saw n
handsome rialden with a golden
head of Imlr and a voice Just
like an angel with all charms to
compare. So treading softly on
ward he reached the singer's
home, for being sentimental his1
thoughts began to roam. Awln- dow stood half open where the
twilight shadows fell and the
youngster paused to listen as If
by magic spell. The song went
on unbroken In a voice so sweet
and low that It seemed to bo
seraphic and to set the world
sglow. The youngster
reached
the window and stopped to look
Inside while the breezes gently
murmured
and the branches
softly sighed. Then the young
ster gave a whletle to express
complete surprise for the maiden
of his vision did not stand before
"Twas an old black
his eyes.
darkey woman with a dish tow
el In her hand and she was mop
ping dishes in a way to beat the
hand. As she placed them on
the table stepping slowly h
and there she was singing soft
and gentle, some familiar, old- time air. There were no words
set to music It was Just a
darki y tune but It filled the nlr
with melody and then she
w dropped a spoon.
The young- ster found the street again and
went upon his way; the music
held no charm for him he did
not care to stay. His conjured
visions shattered, he lit a cigar
ette and told the story with
laugh to every one he met.
It was the singer not her
song that he had sought to find
and being sentimental It soon
passed from his mind. Mean
with
while the song continued
the same sweet rhythmic sway
and the melody went floating
out to Idly drift away. She
washed and mopped the dishes
then by a trick of fate, she stop
ed the song "good lawd." she
said and then she dropped a

Buying
Days
We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle.
We have
many good styles within the range of modest incomes
Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys, Spring Wagons,
etc. Juft received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as weneed the room and can use the money

sIii-iiiuiiu-
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The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.
1

a
"Don't you boys ever get tired of playing Indian?"
"Shucks, no! lines a Indian ever git tired of b.in' a Indl.in?'

THE RICHEST
$$ WOMAN
Hy Mrs.

John
Louis Times.

-

A.

$$

Logan in the Pt.

of
opportunity to further the caus
humanity and civilization.
The other five represent Germany,
England and Mexico.
From a per
Madame
with
sonal acquaintance
Creel of Mexico I am sure her great
generous heart will prompt contln.
nous liberal responses to the calls of
her people and her country for the
promotion of every movement
for
their welfare.
The parable of the talents should
impress all persons so abundantly
blessed with the grave responsibility
resting upon them for the proper
use and administration of such bless
ings, which after all are only loaned
to them for a few brief years at most
snd for which they are doomed to
render a strict account at the last
day. Do not envy them, but pray
that Justice and mercy may guide
them aright during their stewardship

-

Your Selection
OF A GOOD BANK

Is important not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL. AND SURPLUS
$200,000

M,

RIDLEY, President
H. B. RAY, Secretary-TreasureWILLIAM BKYCE, MANAGER

r

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machme Wofks
(INCORPORATED)

- Yi

i

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,

N. M

jI

down-trodde-

First Rational
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

dog-keepi-

Capital ana
Surplus

fair-mind-

nm-bitio-

United States
Depository

$250,000

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
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between
you
need
Angeles.
If
Pueblo and Los

We have the only

.
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is nothing new in the Castro situation.

Carriage

.

,..

J'o, gentle reader, there

i09.

These arc

To be in that list would be gratifying to the pride and ambition of almost every woman in the world.
Five or the list given are Americans. Three of the Ave have inherited their millions from their parents
who accumulated them by their own
exertions; men who in their youth
knew the meaning of poverty, and
whose lives of frugality and continuous effort for the accumulation of
money gave them little time or inclination for extravagances and dissipation. To the day of their death
they knew no idleness or a reckless
KXAITKI MOPKKTY.
waste of time and money. Their
p'rf
pleasure consisted In the. pursuit of They went up in an aeroplane,
Ho and his beauteous bride.
fortune's favors, seemingly forgetting
as n in pa.n
that "Mfen heapeth up riches and
She somewhat deeply sighed.
knoweth not who shall gather them."
JUST TO HELP THE
In the cases of some of the Amerido you want?" he softly asked
can heiresses, their ancestors would 'What
mll-tV-t
"lOinl A, I
Indighave
overwhelmed
been
with
POOR HUSBANDS
That frf?ht but yrry sgtly majik(,d
nation and disgust could th"y have
She said: I want the earth!'
forseen the way in which their hoardiNew Tork Sun,
ed riches have been scattered to tho
From Life.
unby
profligates and
four winds
TWO EXPLANATIONS.
The great Husband's conference is ti- n li Bnlnn. . t title, b it- n i - rt m n r- nd Peaches,
approaching. The city Is rapidly fill- rled their innocent daughters to ob- - Frm1 "P'PP1
is only her first love affair that
ing up. Husbands from Kansas, hus tain
to liquidate a woman
the wherewithal
cherishes. Man Is so lacking
band from Texas, from the slope of their indebtedness, settle with their
the Pacific and from the bleak fast paramours and continue their lives In originality that nil the others are
ness of Alaska Jostle euc'.i othr in of profligacy and excesses. Once merely duplicates.
Hens should not crow, not because
the streets and' give th
these deluded heiresses have taken they
are hens, but becauee crowing Is
of the order.
the fatal step by marrying men rep- a filly, masculine
habit.
It fills us with pride to think that resenting titles, they havu discovered
through our correspondence
school too late that they will be lucky If
How's This?
for their benefit we are responsible they escape u life of unhuppiness, and
for all this the greatest renaissance that the patrimony Inherited from
We offer One Hundred Dollars Ren
of Independence among
indulgent parents has passed from ward for any case of catarrh that
husbands that the world has ev r their control to that
of the selfish cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
seen.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
profligate husbands. They are not Cure.
We would call attention to some of expected
Toledo, Ohio.
to protest against anything
our literature. I'evatic special menWe, the undersigned have known
which their husbands conclude to do
tion of our latest contribution to pos
for their own pleasure, however much F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
terity, entitled "The Huediand's Place suffering
they may inflict upon the and beMeve him perfectly honorable
In Nature," by an eminent scientist.
In all business
transactions and
Also, the "involution of the Subur- - disappointed and hapless wives.
financially able to carry out any ob
S Z S
oan Husband," by One Who Knows.
ligations made by his firm.
In this book the various stages of
Mrs. Hetty Green heads the list
WALDING. KINNAN ft MARVIN,
exhaustiveare
suburban life
treated
000,00 which she has
with her
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
ly. Here are some of the chapter;:
amassed by her marvelous (gift for
Hall's catarrh cure Is taken In
stage,
it
how
The
and
money making. Many curious stories ternally, acting
upon the
directly
is successfully lived through. Subdihave been told of Mrs. Green's parsi- blood and mucous surfaces of the
vided Into
mony and lack of generosity, even to system. Testimonials sent free. Price
Dogs given by friends.
71 cents per bottle.
Sold by all drug'
hrr family. These stories
Iogs bought to surprise wlfey.
people have discredited as being rlsta.
How to treat neighbors' dog.
unworthy of a woman of her intelliFamily Pills for con
Take
The Hen Cycle How to tell a roo gence. The probabilities are that, Klpatlon.Hall's
egg.
a
ster by looking at the
Keeping
seeing the misuse of large fortunes
garden and chickens at the same by untrained, Improvident heirs, Mrs.
time.
Green has her own Ideas In the manMethods of boring city friends so agement of her wealth while living A Widow and Her Insurance
they will never come again.
Its distribution when she must
ituylng furniture and decorating and
Money Are Soon Parted
relinquish control on her millions.
the house. Why husbands should
s
more
probable
It
she
than
that
have something to .vay about It.
unless her husband's policy Is
The husband's Sunday Why it has some great philanthropic project
taken in the
bring
in
will
to
mind
which
health
ihould never be interefered with.
Equitable
life Assurance
and
the
and
education
unfortunate
No feeble protest on the part of
(Society of the V. S.
any misguided women can, howver, advancement to the impecunious,
struggles for knowledge; that
and he chooses for her that op?top this grand movement.
tion of the NEW YORK STATE
will enable science and inventive genSTANDARD POLICY which
ius to perforin phenomenal service In
I' XRKA SON VULY TOl t . .
guarantees that an annual inworld's
the
work.
From the Youth's Companion.
come
shall be paid to her the
next
Page
to
Mrs.
Russell
ranks
In
Grimstead. who was a foreman
to be paid being regamount
Hetty
with
list
in
the
Mrs.
Green
l
a New r.ngland factory, was visile
by the amount of inulated
large
a
bad
She
her
I85.00U.0O0.
one day by an old friend from the
surance carried by the husvast
west.
"Old man." said his friend, share In the accumulation of this
band, and the age of the bencarrying
Is
today
doubtless
and
sum.
l:s
n
'how long have you bet working
eficiary.
The Income the
plans
bet
the
the
benetlcient
out
for
this mill?"
pay to ths
Equitable
MUST
terment of mankind which were
years," he a.i- - evolved
"Nearly thirty-fiv- e
wife or her heirs for a period
by her and her husband dur
.vered.
of twenty years at least, and
ing their married life.
That she Is
"Jsn't it customary In establish prompted
for as long thereafter as the
by the noblest intention to
ments of this kind, when a man has lo the greatest good to the greatest
wife may live, whether forty,
been in Its employ as Jong as yoj
fifty, sixty years, or more.
of people there Is no disputhavf, to retire him on a regular stip- - number
and one wishes that her millions
This feature of the NEW
as it ing,
a sort of honorarium,
i nd
were multiplied many times.
YORK STATE STANDARD
wire?"
'(5
POLICY is oae well worth
S "S
"To put him on the pension lit.
looking carefully into by men
Walker
Mvs.
,
Anne Welghtman
do you ni an?"
who wish to make absolute
"Yes. If tnat's what you call it." IVnnfleld. wilh her J60.000.000. has
provision for their wives.
hap
power
yes.
much
to
disseminate
the
it
is."
"Well.
particulars write or call on
For
adsuffering
they'll
re
and
suppose
you
relieve
piness,
the
do
"When
many
worthy
of
vance
you?"
the
fortunes
tire
RAMSAY, Gen. Agt
"I suppose they'd do it any time persons. Her reputation for charlta- - GEO. S.
Bulhling Phone S82
no
I
'be
argues
10
lose
y
will
Suite
Harnett
to
retired.'
thought
she
ble
wanted
tilt
deeds
that
said the old foreman, shaking his
head with profound Badness, "but 1
don't want to quit so long as I!m ca
pable of doing my work.
te
"I've been keeping tab on myself.
mill
and the misery of It Is. Wigfall, that
I haven't
begun to let up the least
bit
I'm Just us good as ever!"

deciding what to

a fool but he thinks

22,
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From "Pippins and Peaches."
When a girl has pretty feet her
Abdul Hamld seems to have something up his sleeve. He is still ht the I short
gown Is her long suit.
yi'dlz Kiosk, wherever that may be.
A becoming hat gives a woman a
l.ir. lliemious inier.Kl. i... uuiuuor nr..
e..".
o.,V.
r,,hlirUll.,n law was liassed In an effort lo ,nal.
tho
I
u.r
.v,
,11 l!. ,.r.r,l
iiiiufta i -- u. ......
ioe.e
...in'
i
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,.,t,
hut. a
nolhinir
an
Roosevelt Is now at Mombasa and tin re is consider:. hie agitation in the salad and
Jungle nienagt iit
lie feels like
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PREPOSTEROUS QUESTION
TIIK SIMilOlt AM) IIKU
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When a man falls in love be knows
he doesn't show It.

TiruiusoAY,
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From 'I'ipplns and Peaches."
Is
a place
A department store
are butchered to make a
where prlo
woman's holiday.

up-to-da-

Doors, Casings, Sash, Mouldings, or
Special Work of Any Kind

LUMBER

Albuquerque,

&
iV.

MILL
M.

At the Close of Business January 4 1909

RESOURCES
t tio.071.lt

Loans and DIacounti
Bonds and Other Securities
Real Estate
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Due from nthor Ranks

10.0t0.

ll.0tv.tt
t.

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposit Subject to Check
Tn Certificates of Deposit.

........

tlt.tl0.ll
ll.lll.eil
lit.Otf.ts
v.01.l

til.

...

.

tli.t.l7

Il.tll.lt! Is

Territory of New

Mexico,
County of DernaJlllo. as.
I, W. S. Strlckler, Ylo President and Cashier of the above
namsd bank, do solemnly swear that ths above statement
trs

to the best of my knowlsdg
Bubsarlbsd an

111.

A. D.

Onset

and belief.

W. S. STRICKLBR,
Vice President and Cashier
swora to before me this Itk day of

Jnr.

X.

il. MERRITT.
ltot
Pasue.

Attest:

SOLOMON LUNA.
J. C. BALDRITX3H
W. J. JOBNBOW.

Write or call on us.
SUPERIOR

OF ALBUQUERQUE. N M

CO.

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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Washington, April 22. The country has a new affliction, according to
the federal scientific experts.
This
time It is nut political, but entomological. It appears from researches
and Investigations made by the department of agriculture, that a seri- us Invasion of ants hag struck the
country, and in a report on the subject m.ule by authority of the department some startling tales are told of
the doings of these ants, of their savage ferocity, their disposition to
man, and their Intelligence.
To begin with, they are mou.id
builders. Th'- government experts find
these are much as six feet in diameter and sometimes two feet high. All
vegetation for a distance of five to
ten feet around the mounds Is removed and the mound Is built in the
ex&ct geometrical center of the cleared space.
One of the strange features about
the mounds is that they have a numopenings through
ber of funnel-shape- d
which the ants pass In and out. These
openings are closed about sunset o.'
during the day at the approach of a
storm and opened in the morning at
or 9 o'clock in summer. The closdone so well that a very close
ing
examination is necessary to determine
where the openings have been.
It appears the ants take a siesta
on hot days, "on hot days in summer." so the official report runs, "the
workers return to the mound before
noon and remain Inside the hottest
part of the day. On cool days the entire day la spent outside."
Not the least remarkable fact about
these remarkable ants is that they
roof for their
make a rain-promounds. The roof Is of particles of
soil, cemented together. Hcneath this
the mound and the soil directly under it to a great depth is honeycombed with circular chambers from
one to three inches across and from
one-hato one. Inch high. Theso
chambers are connected by galleri'-three-eighof an Inch In diabout
meter and of various lengths. Some of
these are filled with seeds, others by
the young, others by adults. The females of the colonies do the work.
Jn some of the colonies are us many
a;i 10,000 workers.
Thus fur the ants have not serloua-l- y
ravaged the crops, but they show
a disposition to attack human beings
that Is mot troublesome. Moreover,
the mounds in some cuses nre ko
thick as to Interfere with the harvesting of the crops. If a mound :s
in
disturbed the ants swarm forth
great number. The females are armed with stings and they deliver a sting
as savage as that of a yellowjacket or
a bumblebee, aside from seizing
the luckless human being with their
inflicting
mandibles or pinchers,
wounds that are extremely painful.
Children in yard where the ants establish themselves are unhesitatingly
attacked and severely punished for
their carelessness. The department
has failed to find any natural enemies
of the ants, but hat fumigated the
mounds with some success with ca
lion bisulphide.
st-ta-
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Washington, April 22. Uncle Jim
secretary of agriculture, has
fired an argumentative broadside in
behalf of the hen as a mother. He
hag had the incubator pro'oiem under
consideration. He put the test in operation In Oregon.
There, chickens were brought into
the world In the good old way, with
the hens' wings right at hand to shelter them.
And at the same time the wooden-legge- d
substitute was given an opportunity to show what it could do In fair
competition.
The results were chalked up with
scientific accuracy, and the outcome
has made the old hen cluck with gb e.
Three setbacks were scored ag.ii
the hen at the start, in absolute fa.i
ness. Compared with her competitor,
she is not a believer in large families.
From 379 eggs, hens hatched 213
chicks in "Uncle Jim's" experiments,
or 7 8.S per cent.
From S79 eggs, incubators hatched
533 chicks, or 60.6 per cent.
of fertile eggs, which are the only
kind from which chick could have
been expected anyhow, the incubators
hatched 7S.5 per cent, and the hens
came to the front with 96. .1 per cent.
Such indifferent mothers were the incubators that tiny made the very discreditable showing of 16.6 per cent of
"chickens dead in the shell," w hile the
si ore against the faithful old hen was
only L'.S per cent.
Hut ultimate .success in raising a
chicken family depends upon more
than merely bringing them to that
point where they peck their way into
the li'ht of day, and it Is pre:ist ly in
weeks following that the wooden-leggeartificial mother makes an exceedingly bad showing. Her race Is a
knock-kneecrosseyed, flabbergasted
lot of weaklings, compared with the
healthy brood of the old hen. L'ncle
Jim's experiments showed that the Inweighed less at
cubator chickens
hatching than the other kind and that
they gained In weight more elowly.
The death rate of
was
chickens brooded in brooders
10.8 per cent In four weeks, and of Incubator-hatched
chicks 33.5 per cent
under similar conditions.
Apparently the hens have an aversion to the unnatural chickens, for
under the hens' care the death rate

F. H. MITCHELL
FELIPE GURULE

Wilson,

d

hen-hatch-

of incubator chickens went up to
4J.2 per cent. But for their own
chicks they cared' so well that only
2.3 per cent kicked the bucket.
This scientific eulogy or the hen,
which can be secured upon application
to the department of agriculture Is
not intended to sound the knell of
the incubator, which Is In the field
of large poultry operations to remain.
Uut It does show that for small
there s nothing like the old
reliable hen, who will never lay or
set when you want her to. Likewise,
chickens of the coining generation
may profit by this Investigation by
picking hens for their mothers rather
than the wooden-legge- d
substitute.

Jt

to two weeks preceding the anniversary of my birth I have had a feeling
ol returning vigor, n
of vitality siieh as I have not experienced
ut any other time of the year. This
has lasted for from two to eight days
but has always ceusi d some days b
fore the anniversary. Hence it has occurred to me that theie may oe some
connection between the approach or
the recurrence of one's birth date and
Ihe maintenance of one's health.
letter in London Cirapliic.
A
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A small boy was one day sent for a
pennyworth of indigo dye. He stopped
to play marbles on the way. and quite
forgot what he was sent for. As he
was determined to get it, he went to
the chemist's shop and said to the
assista nt:
"What have people been dyei'lg
with lately, please?"
' Influenza,"
was the answer.
"Ah, that must be it," said the boy,
"Please give me a penn'orth?" Illustrated Hits.
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TRACK FOIl AlltMIIPh
New York is to have a race couisc
for flying machines. It is to be on
grounds controlled by the I.ong
land Motor Parkway, Mono where between Hempstead and Fsirmingd.il.,
and will provide ample room and facilities for all types of dirigible balmachines.
loons and heavier-than-aNegotiations between the Aero club
of America anil the Parkway association have been going on for some
time, and at the meeting of the club's
anyesterday
board of directors
nouncement was made that the lease
had been signed. Committees were
named to take charge of the tb talis,
and it is expected that the grounds
will be in readiness May 1.
Several buildings will be erected to
be used as machine shops and shelter
for the machines, and the grounds
will be marked off so that accurate
records of all flights may be made.
The course and buildings will be under the control of the Aero club and
will be available for any inventor who
has a machine thst gives promise of
flying. It is something that aeronauts and aviators of New Tork have
long been striving to get, and It is
expected that the course will become
national in its character and that
many important records will be made
taere within the next two or three
years. New York Herald.
1
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Chicago. April 22. James W.
satisfied with hi. match making
tour of the east, le't ftr San Francisco.
Ilefore he departed for the
coast the Colnm fight promoter had
an interview with James J. Coroett.
in which he promised I'ompadour Jim
a right with Johnson before his club
Thanksgiving, day In the event, that
the champion defeats Ketchel.
Corhett ran in from Hammond,
lnd.. where he is winding up his thedeatrical tour. The
clared that he was sincere both in his
desire to tight Johnson and In his belief that if granted a battle with the
coiuiueror of Burns he will be reSo convincing
turned the winner.
was the talk of James J. that he
elicited u promise out of CofTroth for
a buttle.
"1 don't think that Ketchel call
1
defeat Johnson,"
said Corbelt.
have boxed with Ketchel and, although he is a wonderful lighter, I
do not think that he Is largo enough
to swap punches with the big negro.
believe that I can lick Johnson, but
realize that if I urn to turn the trick
und win back the championship for
the white race 1 must tight soon, as
I am getting old.
The other fellows
can wait. 1 nm just as fast a I ever
was and have something of a punch
left.
Johnson claim. that he is the
cleverest of the clever in tho boxing
line. Wait till he meets me and he
may have occasion to change his
mind on the subject."
I 'off roth listened to the oily tongue
of James and was persuaded that the
light between Corbttt and Johnson
would be a big card on the const.
"I'll tell you what I'll do," said
c'offroth to Cor belt. "If Ketchel is
unable to defeat Johnson I'll give you
a chance at 'hi Artha.' I had planned to bring Attell and Iirlscoll together for the feather weight championship of the world on Thanksgiving ilay. but they can wait. You
can have the date if Ketclul is defeated."
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Whciimfr any one mentions Sunt
their footwork eoiiuiuiiuls admiration.

6IG LEAGUE
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THIS AFTr.HNoON.
National league.
St. I.ouis ut Cleveland.
Detroit at Chicago.
Washington at New York.
Philadelphia, ut Jloston.

1

A merlin n
Huston at l'hiladelphla.
Cincinnati tit l'lttuburg.
Chicago at St. Ijouis,
New York at llrooklyn.
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At Pot ton

Hattries: Chech
I'lauk and Silililzci.

E.
1

7

spencer:

and

Iipp.

National
At Cincinnati
Si. Louis

.

It. II. R.

5
Cincinnati
Hatterit s: Rhodes, Kebee and
nahan; (upi-rflagon, Dubec,
r aod Koth and Mcl.eun.
.

7
0

i
1

Hres- Kar--

g

.

Other games postponed because "f
rain or wet grounds.

bavuy.
liouIJer. Colo , H.
police dog. life saver along the F. Hixon. Katon; A. It. Dodge, ToO.
H.
coast, pit tighter. sledge puller, peka; A. Spagin. Trinidad;
At Milwaukee
rt.
Hastings. San Francisco; I. Mullln,
let.
Milwaukee-Minneapoli- s
wateli dog and hou--game postAriz.;
Flagstaff.
J.
Klllian,
Cedar
The last trait makes him an Ideal liluff, Neb.; M. Sa titer. Oklahoma poned; rain.
cum panion for children.
Kidnapers City.
H.
At Louisville
w ill
not bother little oio left w ith
I
Louisville .
him, and instances
are recorded
C'ralge.
3
where he has saved youthful wards
Mrs. Hen Weans, Stanley; Mrs. W. Toledo
espi daily in the water. He swims C. Kcovel, Stanley; D. B. Kennard,
P..
At Indianapolbt
like a fish and Is strong enough to San Hernardino; It. E. Yoiitz and
11
arrv an adult ashore.
family, Gallup; H. M. Sanders, Hugo, Indianapolis
(VlunitiuH
4
The airedale is hardy and adapted (.ik la.; A. Walles, wife and daughter,
K.
Uuffalo,
any
Va.;
W.
DenD.
to
Is
He
almost
Watson.
weather.
At Kansas City
R.
fpri iiding rapidly through the west ver; C. S. M Williamson, Baltimore;
.10
Kansas City
Hografe,
Stanley.
on
ranches has proved his value Jessie
and
.12
St. Paul
by keeping wolves and coyotes at
COXCKHXIXO J US ITS.
i distance.
The world's greatest thinkers nearA CITY OK lOHKK.M'.ltS
The dogs shown here are famous ly all disagree
with the church. Tou
Figures compiled by the Men's
the world over and show the differ should
know their beliefs. Three High School Teacher's
association
nee in the conformation of the Eng- brief essays one on Jesus, one on show that in this city 11 1 per cent
I sh
and American types.
the Origin of the Gospels, and one on of the children of school age are
At home l)e understands bis mas Christianity
will give you the net re. foreign-born- ,
and that 70.9 per cent
ter s moods. He will play by the suits of modern scholarship and In- are of foreign parentage.
U is ashour, yet at the first word quiets spiration. Price 12c. Send dime and serted that those figures substantially
down.
pa stamp to The School of Truth, Lafay- confirm the contention of the school
lie takes punishment
tiently and docs nut carry a grudge, ette, lad.
teachers in this city that the state
C.

S.

Uliiemal.

AiiM-ricn-

.VtMM-latloi-

,

i

LARGEST PUMP IS
PLACED IN MINE
Volume of Water too

targe for

INinip
iiiiany I'luns
Cue Oil for Kiicl.

Old

to

h

one-hal-

MADE

Phoenix. Ariz., April 22. Late news
from the Fumarule mine, situated In
the Lone star district,, Graham county says u recent Increuse In the volume
of water In the mine haa caused the
company a great deal of trouble and
extra expense, as. Its pump was not
large enough to handle the Inflow.
A new pump, large enough to handle
much more than the present volume
of water, has been Installed and no
further trouble Is anticipated.
It will not be long, the word comes,
before a change will be made In the
fuel used, oil to take the place of
wood und coal. A pipe line Is to be
placed from the depot at SafTord t
a point across the river and a pump
and engine Installed and the oil
pumped Into tanks on the north side
of the river.

KOlt PUBLICATION".
(Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior, U. 8,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Serlul No, v505.)
April 5. 1909.
Notice Is hereby glveu that Hobert
L. Huberts, of Ijiguna, N. M., who,
on Nov. 26, 1907, made II. K., No.
0309i for NEtt. Section 10 Township
7 N.. Hange 4 V
N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to 'make
final commutation proof, to establish
By Lydia E. Pinkhara's claim
to the land above described,
before (ieorge II. Pradt, II. tj. comVegetable Compound
at Laguna. N. M., on the
Bardstown, Ky. "I suffered from missioner,
day of June, 1909.
ulceration and other female troublesfor 10th
Claimant iramea as witnesses: Juan
a long time. Doc- Lucero,
of fubero, N. M.; J. Miller,
tors Lad failed to of Laguna.
N. M. ; Virgil P. Harringhelp me. J.ydla E. ton,
of iLaguna, N. M.; James A. Milllnkham's Vegeta- ler, of
Laguna, N. M.
ble Compoundwai
M A X CEIL R. OTERO.
recommended, and
Register.
I decided to try it.
It cured my trouble
pL'iiuo.vnov.
xoncv
and made me well
(Not
land.)
coal
1 1
can do all myowu Department of the Interior,
v'"s
U. 9.
JoaMrs.
l work."
Land Office at Santa Fe, S. M.
Kt'H II all, Hards-tow(Serial No. 0253.)
Ky.
April i. 1909.
Another Woman Cured.
Notice Is hereby given that Martin
Christiana, Tenii. " 1 suffered from Ryan,
N. M., who,
the worst form of female trouble so on Nov.of 5.Albuquerque.
1906, made II. E.. No.
that at times 1 thought I could not 10311, for Lots
1, 2, 3, and 4. Section
live, and my nerves were in a dreadful
S. Township
10 N
Range S E N.
condition. Lydia . rinktiaiu's Vege- M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
table Compound cured me, and made
year
five
me feel like a different woman. Lydia intention to make final
K. 1'inkham's Vegetable Compound Is proof, to establish claim to the land
worth Its weight in gold to suffering above described, before II. W. Otero,
women " Mrs. Maev YVood.U.F.D. 8. United States court commissioner, at
If you belong to that counties army Alburjuerifue, N. M., on the 11th day
of women w ho suffer from some form of June. 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: John
of female ills, don't hesitate to try
Lydia K. llnkham's Vegetable Com- A. Johnson, Joule A. Johnson, John
pound, made from roots and herbs. Maher, tleorge Souther, all of AlbuFor thirty years this famous remedy querque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
has been the standard for all forms of
Register.'
female ills, and has cured thousand of
women who have been troubled with
STAGE
TO JEMEZ LEAVES 111
such ailments as displacements, fibroid
tumors, ulceration, inflammation, ir- l PT CiOIJ) EVKKV MORNING AT
O'CLOCK.
regularities, backache, and nervous
prostration.
It Is not what yeu pay for advertls-"- I
If you want Npeclul advice write
but what advertising
PATS
fori t to Mr. I'iiiklium.Lyiiii.Mu.
OU, that makes It valuable. Oar
It U free tint! always helpful.
rites are lowest for equal service.
NOT1CK

WELL AND

STRONG

American lcngiic.
-

has a special interest in the thoruogh
education and mental and moral assimilation of immigrant children. The
figures show that only 18 per cent of
the children of school-goin- g
age In
this city nre native born and of native
parents.
Of ull the cities In this state Uuffalo alone approaches New York city
in these conditions, and that Is particularly true of the percentage of
speaking parents.
Iteeent
large immigration from Kussiu, Hungary. Poland, and the lauds bordering upon the eastern Mediteranntan
will increase the percentage of the
speaking element, It Is
believed.
These men teachers assert that the
figures suffice to establish their
that the state at large Is Intimately Interested In the schools of
tliis city. The city schools contain
f
the pupils In the state, and
the schools nre expected to make good
American citizens "out of raw material of diverse radical heredity and
New
York
alien development."
Press.
con-ttntio-

.

'hici.i

.!

Hm-to-

CHAMPION

York

SI.

l

I

.

New

Alvamilo.
K.
Gray. farNh.ii!
c.
Witham,
iv k.i.
Nt w York; l.ce Hoy f.oAiu-- t ,n
In
vannah; C. E. Maek.
P. I. Foster. Cleveland; M. K. II
illon, Topeka: J. Simpson, pltisi
1.. F. Klmmell, Kansas City, t '.
Chicago; Joe dray. Denver;
.1 II A
Jav and wife, rhui'iiis; C. F
Denver; W. E. Osborne. New V .i k;
T. K. Jones. Alton, III.; A. l;u ..
.
lup; J. E. McNeil. I ajh Ann
ii n
T. Tune, St. LouU, T. A
Franc ieco.

j

.

ltostnll , ,
Cleveland .
Washington

I.owt-n-thal-

I.,

American league.
Won. Lost.
.

name to Johnson, Kauf ntann, Keteliell and (Twin) SulllTan,

non-Engli-

now t;sjy staxd.

H. Kobinson, New York; I
New York; C. N. Sanlord. .Min
neapolis. Minn.; Mrs, T. A. .Smith
I.enver; J. T. Heffron. San Antonio
Texas; K. E. JVck. Wichita, Kan.: li
W. Taylor. Kansas City; It Andrews

Chicago;
l'ullerton,

GAMES

WIIEltK

Sture-t- .

d

iisht

John son

N

IIOTFL Altltl VAIfs

"(ieiierally debilitated
for years..
April 22. England deNew
Had sick headaches, lacked ambitioi, veloped York, airedale
terrier, and
the
and all run down. Burwas worn-ou- t
improved him. In 50 years
America
me
a
we'l
made
Hlood
Hitters
dock
to
woman," Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Mos-su- lie has advanced from nothing
the most popular of breeds. Today
Conn.
many sportsmen prefer him to the
Our shirt and collar work Is per- older breeds, so well has the dog
fect. Our "DOMESTIC FISISI1" to proved himself worthy.
the proper thing. We lead others
It Is said of J. Luriliurd Ardcn.
follow.
than whom a better Judge oi' dogs
IMPERIAL LACNDItY CO.
could not be found, that when his
o
advice was asked he said: "When in
doubt, buy an airedale."
The Mfctwmrl Society of Newt
developed by
The airedale was
Mexico meets the around Wedfarmers a'ong the Ayre, in Kngland,
neMlay of each mouth at Odd
dog
as an
for hunting.
tVUows hall, S21 South Socond
Unable to have large kennels, they
street. Next nuetlng Wednes- crossed breeds, until after .".u years
day. May 12. 1909.
of elimination and
selection. they
Headquarters at room 4, Bar- created the tpe.
nets building, Heoond and (Vn- The airedale is seldom given a
tral. Phone 1079.
task he doesn't accomplish. He can
All MjHMMirians are requested
fill the place of any breed.
His into call and register.
telligence Is keen and his faculties
O. J. KJtAEMER,
He is a splendid huntremarkable.
Secretary.
ing dog. a dispatch carrier,
sheep

1 70

Fight.

lr

j

HAVE

it

A CHANCE AT

J 01

Telephone 899
Automobile No. 9

THE FASTEST SWIFT THE GAME KNOWS

GIVE CORBETT

o

jjrt

Office: 204 Gold Ave.

Coffrolh Promises the Former
1WKTHOWS VM 1IKAI.T1I.
Champion That If Ketchel
For several years I have notici d
Is Whipped He Can
that in a period of from about three

POPULAR AIREDALE TERRIERS
HAVE EARNED THEIR POSITION
1 ?

a a

We will withdraw from the market all unsold lots in the
Perea Addition Until then our price on the choicest lots
will be from $75 to $225 per lot. Only $10 down, Balance $10 a month.

She Is Shown to be Far Ahead
of the Incubator When
It Comes to Raising Chickens.

c

Vft,a

JJGJJM

VINDICATE
THE

Is-

PA CMC

EXPERIMENTS

NA
Department of Agriculture
sues Report Telling of
Latest Afflic-

Om7.EN.

hk

n.

1

pack focr.

nrrnsnAT,
SEARCH FOR GRIPS

.,

AMUSEMENTS

..

So

CONTAINING

.

BUILD

FORTUNE

COYOTE

IN

Tacom.i Man Ileil Without Telling
Where ;rcnter lUrt of III Fortune Was Hidden.

Crystal Thea tre

WASHER

DRY

I.i-- l

GREAT

'

CANYON

"

HVITCHflL'S

Change of Pictures

In Needle Art Work?

Note prices quoted for the
Next Ten Days.

People Will Make Improve-liien- l Albuquerque IVoiilcIII Turn Out
In (iiYiit
u nitiers to Hear Ills,
Tluit Is i;pe (el lo Kesiilt
III (ireatcr Mining Aciltjty.
torlcal AddresH.

Centerpieces, 20 to 28 inch
35c to 50c
I'illow Tops, 24 inch
35c to 60c
Doilies, 6 to 12 inch
to 25c
Hattenburg patterns in Dresser Scarfs, Hats, Centerpieces, Handkerchiefs, according to size
5c to 40c

2c

Fancy Work Exchange
122 South Fourth Street.

:.(.

at

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
SATURDAYS and SUNDAYS

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

NEW MEXICO

i

e

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

i

at 2:45;

L

109.

Are You Interested?

LECTURE

The owners of the Vesuvius mine
Taconia, April 22. What has be
come of the two' grips containing pa In Coyote canyon have practically deper and money valued at approxi- cided to build a dry washer on the
mately $25. "On, owned by the late plni of the small model machine,
Andrew V. Nelson? For ten days past which is being demonstrated in tho
Mr.. Anna Nelson, his widow, and her canyon by Colorado .Springs people.
This is probably the most gratifyattorney have been searching for th
valises, but have been unable to get ing n- v.n that could be given the own- rs of property in the Soda Springs
even a clew.
There are any number of
Nelson carried the grips with him district.

:'.

22.

INTEREST IN

The lntifst manifested among all
our people In the lecture upon the
"Military Occupation of New Mexico,
1846-- 1 S.M."
to be delivered at the
Klks' theatre by Colonel It. K
May
3,
Twltchell
is most pro
nounced.
Halls and theatres packed to the
doors In other cities have greeted the
versatile gentleman who will present
continually. Wince the man's death bt properties In the district, which, with to an Albuquerque audience the his
proa
hand,
will
dry washer close at
the hospital here two weeks ano no
torlcal events of the most attractive
one has seen them. The Nelson ci- duce suffici nt ore to pay for develop- - period of New Mexican history,
un
properties
no
some
nt work, and
that known upon tho lecture platform,
tato amounted to lietwet n $.10, DUO and
pay
III
a
good profit.
I
Much of thin nan in rash, i"
well known to the people of tho
I he warier
proposed will have a but
Since Mrs Nelson's return a most
as a peerless orator,
Southwest
e
twenty-liva
tons
oenrrh lias failed to revotl capacity of about
on the stump or before a
whether
concenthnn SH.OtiO. Nelson had the' day. This will t liable it to
Jury Colonel Twltchell In the delivery
morn y either in banks or safety de- - Irate all the of- from the Vesuvius of hla lecture takes rank among the
custom
posit vaults In Winnipeg and In Ot- mine and do considerable
the Crystal
Ills
foremost of the I'nited States.
tawa, but Mrs. Nelson irt unable to work besides.
the events covered in
There s general activity all over remarks and
find any papers that will locate these
his lecture are of peculiar Interest to
funds. After mueh search she found the district and the Indicatl ins are all New Mexicans, whether by birth
t
deposit slips on Victoria banks and tnat the Manzano mountains will
or adoption.
The portraits of th
thu.. locnted J 3.000 of the 1S.UU0 she produce a big mine. The ore is there,- distinguished men of the "Oeeupa
r.ccording to some very kooiI authorlluiis secured.
needed is money tlon Period" are of great interest pe-to
When Ntlson was dying be made a! ties, and nil that
and in his Inimitable and
ilesnernte effort to tell those mound to do development work. And lead i all,
manner Colonel Twltchell im
his bedside where the two grips were, by no means the ruling ore. Some tine culiar
presses upon his hearers the story
MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Sonfrs
but neither the nurse nor the Sisters copper prospects have been open cd of those stirring
times so forcefully
The Star
.if St. Francis could understand him. up in the last fortnight.
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone
Mm. Nelson deliberately left Nelson mine, owned by T. F. McKlnney and that people listen for hours to his
should
of bis i ii teni nei a iico and associates, Is known to be a valuaoin marvelous relation. Every one
Music by Crystal Orchestra
and it Is believed that it hear the colonel inspired by educa
ir. died of prlef and tin. u- property
of iv 111 be worked systematically during tional and philanthroplcal motives
nionia after spending thousands
he i at his best with an enthusiasm
the coming summer.
dollars searching for her.
which has marked his professional
some
mine,
where
Alvarudo
The
10c
All
Seats
Day
Matinee Every
splviidid gold specimens haw been career in New Mexico. There irt but
that one Kalph Twitchell. At the annual
lug up. is another
properly
Will GUT EXPENSES
Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
promises to be a rich mine. Tiie meeting oi tne .New .Mexico llw- Highland Murv produced good copp"r j torlcal society Colonel Twltchell de- 10 FII THE REVESUE ore last year, but the expense of get - livered his lecture In the hall of th
ting it to the railroad made the work House of Keprt sentativea nt Santa
-ocrrcirxxncrxxrxorKxxxx2 doooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:
unprofitable. Most the properties 'niFe. Not even standing room could
Manzamm ore owned by local peo- - be had.
NEW ORDER OF THINGS
Senale leaders l'evl That If New the
pie, who have not the money to carry
Hon. Jno. H. McFie, Justice of tinTariff Hill Ooesu t lri lile I :iioiii;Ii
on exploitation operations to reach supreme court, and president of the
Economy Must Follow.
In addition to our regular
Ihc profitable ore, which the mining New Mexico Archaeological society,
meals, we serve Short Order.
engineer", say are deep in the moun- says of his lecture:
Noodles, Chop Suey in all
Washington, 1). C, April 22. It is tains. However the money may be
"I had the pleasure, recently, of
styles and other Mandarin
charged that the finance committee secured and tne properties thorough
listening to the lecture of Hon. Kalph
Dishes. Give us a trial.
revenue
tariff bill will not raise
ly exploited. The Manzanos have at-- I K. Twltchell of Las Vegas. New Mex
enough tfi run the government. Very traded considerable atttentlon dur ico, upon the American occupation
W. B. Moore. Mgr.
government
must cut ing tne past year, more than in years of New Mexico, and I was positively
well, then, the
Lionised by the Motion Picits expenses to fit the income. .That's past.
delighted with it. Mr. Twitchell ha,
ture Patent Co.
the position of the Senate leaders.
evidently, spent many years in the
They have decided that they will
accumulation of the data for this
Open day and night, Zll West
10C
other CIVIC IMPROVEMENT
permit no revenue measure
lecture, and his knowledge of the
Central.
than that of pure tariff to go Into
utirring events connected with this
One new reel of ptetnrea each
UOOOOCXXXXXJCODCXXXXXXXXXXXi the bill. It Is their Ilrni belief that
early history, even to the minutest
SOCIETY HAS MEETING detail,
msr.
In a short time business will so re.
is simply marvelous.
vive that the Income of the govern"Mr. Twltchell is a fine speaker
EXCLUSIVE
but Plans
ment will equal that of 1H07;
lor Itcautil vlng School Grounds clear and forceful, and the events
they are prepared, they say, to cut,
MOVING PICTURES
spoken of being illustrated by most
Were IHsouwed and tVmunittrp
cut. cut expenses until the expenses
etereoptlcon views, he held
Named.
fit
income.
the
AJTD
his large audience
with him in
TWO SHOWS,
they
be
will
done
this
Just 'how
At the meeting of the Civic Im- closest attention until the close.
Cattaes Saturday and Soaday
say.
they
know;
but
If
there
will not
provement society which was held in
in
"This lecture is wonderfully
a S bw m.
Is likely to be retrenchment in the the Central high scho
building yesand the pleasing style of
army and navy budgets, fewer public terday adetnoon. it was decided that striictive.
Mr. Twitchell commands the atten
buildings will be erected In country a pagoda be built on the grounds Hon of both young and old, and can
administering
ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
the of the Second ward school, work to not fall to please any audience be- villages, the cost of
various departments of the govern- be c 'mmenced at once. The pagola, tore" whom it is delivered."
I. J. Oarmody, Baritone Singer.
economy
ment will be reduced and
which will be Constructed of wood.
Albuquerque knows Colonel Twitch-ti- l.
everywhere. will measure about 35 feet long. 15
will be the watchword
BOSS JKNN1I0 CRAIG,
The people here know the dis'
it will not be pleasant news for those f)et w!;),, anorablut It) feet high, and interested manner in which he has
Morfcal Dtreetreas.
who are on the government pi;y rolls, w, hg
v, reJ wlth pretty vines and always labored for the welfare
and
CULKJOUCXXXXXXXXXJOCXXXXJOCX
but it Is likely to be a good cam- - surrounded with shrubbery.
While prosperity of this city, although he
palgn Issue when the next pr.Hlden- tMn paKoIa s the only one that will is a resident of the sister city of Das
tial struggle rolls around.
be built at the present time, others Vegas. The people should crowd the
A TALK OX CAKE.
Of course, there will be a reaction wiI1 bp buiIt on the Krounda of the Elks' theatre to the doors as an exwhen the talk comes of curtailing',,,,,. U!,n, tchools E'nou". this one pression of that Albuquerque
good
The best way to avoid the heat, soil surveys, free seed, harbor lm prove satisfactory.
will which is and has been the key
introuble, chance of failure through
provements, forest work and such:
g
ap-bfollow'i
committee was
note of the t city's prosperity.
terruption, lack of weights and meas
economy Is the watchword and ps:iit.:! at esterdays meeting to
For the season of 190S our
ures,
etc.,
baking,
to
incidental
cake
way.
i
show
to
the
going
popis
Senate
pc,intor:d the- construction and at
delicious cream Is more
Is to order us to bake for you just
Ties at Itcnjamln
tend to the planting of vines and Bros., 218 West (Vntral.
ular than ever. All orders,
you have in mind. Our ovcake
the
large or small, in or out of the
George
Mrs.
Mr.
Brewer.
Teds:
H.
ens hold so much and are In such SICK MAN TREATED
good if
city, promptly cared for, and
S. Lithgow and P. Hanley.
constant use that the cost to you per
delivery In good condition,
attendance was present at the
L DAY" AT
is really less than If you baked
cake
guaranteed.
yesterday afternoon
and many
'
It yourself.
WITH AID OF
ins fjr the future work of the so
ciety vv.r. discussed at length. MeetTHE WOMAN'S CLUB
1
BAKERY,
PIONEER
soThe Matthew Dairy &
ings of tii Civic Improvement
South
First St
37
PliysiciaiiH Hundred
of Mile Away li ty are iil.l on the afte noons ot
I lie
first
lli'sertlH'U for IusM,iiRer on
anj third Wednesdays of Interesting
Supply Company
Will Bo ;lvcn
Steanier.
month.
Tomorrow by Members of tho
Organization.
X 170 No. Fourth at. Phone 420.
San Francisco, April 22. f!y wireless telegraphy, doctors at the har- LIFE OF NAPOLEON
The program arranged by the mem-b- t
prescribed
hospital
bor emergency
rs of the Woman's club to be given
treatment for Amos Hill, a passenSHOWN AT CRYSTAL In their club rooms on West Gold
ger on tile steamer President.
hunAND BAR
avenue tomorrow afternoon promises
dreds of miles at sea. Hill, a wealthy
to be a very Interesting one. The day
man from Glovertsville, N. V., w as atWill be Shown Tonight being observed as "original Day" retacked by internal hemorrhage and Another Series the
(irent ticncral in
quires that each member taking part
that his life was saved is believed to
In the program must
lHfeat.
be prepared
telbe
use
to
the
wireless
due
the
of
All kinds of Filagree Jewel- with an original article. Following is
egrapn, as tne vessel carried no pny- Another series of pictures, follow the program:
Three doors north, to
ery manuiacturea.
slcla"- ing the series shown last week, will
Instrumental Solo Miss Hesselden.
All night message from the Fres- - Dl,
at the Crystal tonight and
Itoll Call Original It hymen.
- the life or Napoleon will be
hoskept
Ident
the
at
the
doctors
further
X
Original Story Miss Morley.
Get my Rrleee Before
pltal Informed of Hill's condition. Ue- - i, plcted. The picture shown tonight
Original Poem Mrs. Albright.
Buying.
tails of pulse and temperature u re portray the general after his divorce
Original Story Mrs. Strong.
or
through
Hashed
hundreds
miles frt,m Josephine, his marriage to Lou-o- f
Hus-weatmosphere.
to
Haik
the ship to of Austria, his Invasion of
1
messages giving a course of sia, the battle of Moscow, the defeat
11. Briggs & Co.
treatment to be pursued witi. the 'and retreat of Waterloo. This series APPOINTMENTS MADE
Zll WEST OOLU AVE.
sick man.
even better than the pictures
At tho dock an ambulance:
from nliown at the Crystal last week, which
FOR FOREST SERVICE
the harbor hospital awaited the Pres-- j were seen by many admirers of the
ident and when she was mude fast. little giant of Corsica,
the sick man was carried ashore and) One of the other films shown at
the
f District Offices Hero Announce
A.LVARADO PHARMACY rushed to the hospital. On account the crystal is "Tho Drunkard's Kef-oVI
Names of Hungers, Guards,
the long distance treatment pre-- j orni.i tlon" and it is a powerful pro,
TrupiH-rThis
eU'., in
scribed by the physicians he was hibituui lenson.
Corner Gold Ave, and 1st St.
i M4 Sooth
Second St, orner Iroa.
IMMric.
so much improved that ho was al-- )
Ail new iron beds. Reoaa tot
to leave the hospital In an ST ATK Dl'.PAUT.M KNT
hoaaekeeplng.
Single room,
tt.II HIGHLAND PHARMACY lowed
The forest service has just anhour.
WAITS FOlt HKIMIHT
er week. Ne invalids received.
Washington. April 22. A brief dis- nounced the following appointments
Occidental Building
IM.IXK WONDKIt PI.AVS 11 WO. patch h.is bet n received at the state on national forests in this district:
John Ii. Wright,
from Consul General
Little Gladys .Schultn, of Ikionville. department
Bring Us Your Prescription! I iid.,
ranger on the Crook national fore;
ha a pet cat of which she is West at Vancouver, IJ. C, concernForman Q. Hanna, forest guard on
very fond, and which always is at her ing the seizure of the schooner Woodfeet or near her. Mls Gladys Is ubeut bury by a Dominion cruiser for al-- l the Tonto National forest; W. B. Patun years old, and is very assiduous in geil illegal fishing. Wit says a full terson, forest guard trapper on the
practicing her music lessons on tho iI'ort was sent by mail and no ac- Carson national forest, arid George F.
liucklar. forest guard on the Cocotion will be taken pending its
when she is not in school.
don't believe every thing yoa piano
nino national forest.
While this la going on the pet cat,
hear.
Cottle. Is either at her Hide or purring
around at her feet. It seems to like
Thornton, the Cleaner
the Idea of music, and will oftentimes
with undivided attention on
a chair by the girl's side watching
Is not dead; is not out of But-nes- s.
the movement of the girl.'s fingers
and CAN'T OO OUT.
Be convinced that he's bio re along the keyboard.
After having the room a few days
alive than ever.
ago, with the cut fitting on a chair,
Kteam Cleaning Plant 717 Bouts
A BALE OF GROCERIES
Gladys came haevk shortly, to find
Walter strret. Telephone 411.
Cottie sitting on the piano stool tryUke that going on here la not often
ing to Imitate her example and play
announced. It is easy enough to offer
on the Instrument. The cat
would
aeep groceries at cheap prices. But
I'd Itatlier Die. Doctur,
strike the keys with her paws and
we effer first class groceries at LOW
my
than
have
feet cut off," said M. seemed delighted nt the effect or the
QUALITY PRICES. So unusual are
fee values that It will be wise for you L. Bingham, of Prlncevllle, 111., "but tones produced, repeating it sveral
you'll
die
from
te lay In a stock while the opportun- eaten away eightgangrene (which had times, to the delight of Mrs. Schultz
toes) If you don't." and Gladys, who Were looking on.
ity lasts. As a careful housekeeper
150
all doctors. Instead he used Since that time It has become a freroil owe it to yourself to Judge the said
Uucklen's
Arnica Salve till wholly quent occurrence for Cuttle to climb Wheat ranks
food is
as food.
karacter uf this offer for yourself.
cured, its cures of eczema, fever on the piano stool and give vent to
sores,
(illOCKRY
CO.
bolis.
CHAMPION
burns and piles astound her feelings In music. St. Iuls Post made from wheat
it.
no breakfast
Seventh end Tiler
the world. I5c at all dealers.
hone 51.
Diptvh.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
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OFFICERS A MO DIRECTORS
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KELLY

INCORPORA TED

j

Pure Ice Cream

M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
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GROCERS
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Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
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emzen want ads pay

M

I

M

MOVED

Don't Worry

FIRST ST.

When the bills come in and
you find It hard to make ends

j

meet

RENT A ROOM

nt

6.

DRUGGIST

Rooming House

3-li- ne

HI

fort

"NO!"

niFo)

can secure you a desirable tenant at small cost We
will run a
ad
One time for 25c
We

j

Three times for 35c
Six times for 50c

Citizen
The fnone
io
PHONE YOUR WANTS.

rum

WHEAT FLAKE

rail

highest

Dr. Price's
complete without

2
PtUUTXTLY EQVIPPE1.
When the large and healthy looking individual who had asked at the
door for "a little something to eat"
was told that he might have it If he
would work a while at the woodpile,
he shook his head mournfully.
"I've got the ague," he explained,
"and my hand is that unxtiddy I
(ouldn't hit more'n one stick in seven.'
"All right," exclaimed the mistress
of tho house. "Go out in the back

yard and hake those ashes for me.'
Youth's Companion.
The rrakon we do wo math ROUGH
DHY work is because we do It right
ml at the price yoa cannot afford to
have It done at home.
IMPERIAL

LACXDRT.

STAGE TO JEME3S LEAVES
WEST GOLD EV ERY MOHNIAG
O'CLOCK.

SU
AT

Tm'itRAY,

ArniL

Montezuma

Grocery

io.

22,

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN".
LADIES'

f

and

HAIR WORK

For the balance

Liquor Company

CONSIDERABLE

of the week I will

make from your combings ' a fine
switch, pompadour or puff and guarThis la an
antee you satisfaction.
exceptional chance to get your work
done promptly and you should take
Imported and Domestic Goods
advantage of It. Bring your combSpecialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil. J ings and have them made up. Hours
9 to 11 a. m.. 2 to 6 p. m. Room 38,
T Liiquor dt ine uaiion or iwiuo.
Family Trade Solicited
Grand Central hotel.
The rapM increase n our tmslneas
Agent tor Sin Antonio Line. Always X
la
doe to food work and fatr twal'
Fresh. Prices Right.
men of onr patrons Hobba Laundry.
X Call Phone or Bead for Solicitor.
To KKVT By day or hour. Maxwell touring car. Plione. of flee, 1020;
PHONE 1029
residence, S2

Copper mnd Third

I
I

Tri-liulll-

I

Wow! Get Out!t

COLUMBUS

!

ORE

Reliable Advtcvn Imlicaio That ITop.
Ttlcs are Doing Well Over
100 Men at Work.
It. W. Bull, of Kelly, N. M., spent
today In Albuquerque on business.
Mr. Hull nald thnt the camp was busy
and everything Indicated a prosperous year there.
"1 do not care to talk about the
properties In thnt district," raid Mr.
Bull.
people are
"Tho
devoting themselves to mining and do
not care for publicity."
From reliable sources, however, It
was learned today that the
people ure shipping over 1200 tons
of high grade ore a month from their
properties and tlint C. T. Brown, who
is leaning the upper workings of til
Kelly mines. Is also shipping between
BOO
and 1.000 tons a month. It u
peounderstood that the
ple will finish
their concentrating
plant with the least possible delay
and will probably double their output.
Mining has been given considerable
ot an Impetus by the advances shown
in spelter and the general condition
of the market.
tivor low men arc
now employed In the Kellly mines
and this force will probably be doubled In the near future or as oon as
the concentrating plant is finished.

I

I

JAPANESE ARRIVE -r-

SHIP,

MINES

KELLY

HOTEL
Corner Booond mnd Gold

HOME COOKING
Excellent Service
Particular peop.e have been
pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried ihemf

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
eir. that's what that
'fagged out' old bookkeeper
said as he left the office today.
Maybe he was talking to himself, but It scared me all tho
same. 1 know well enough
though, he was all worn out
studying over that old style
ledger. What he needs Is some
of Llthgow's Looee Leaf Devices. They save time, temper
and money."
"Yes.

WHITE HOUSE

I RESTAURANT
sr.

709 3. rrmt

t

MEALS

AND

St. liOliU Mrluls.
Louis, April VZ. Lead,

.St.

$1.12

Vi

(spelter

;

steady,

quiet,

$4. S3 St 5.00.

New York Metal.
York, April 22. Lead, quiet,
$4.20'il4.25; cupper. lull. 1 2 Ts rf 1 3 ;
bar 51 c.
New

I

LUNCHES

St. I Willis Wool.
St. Louis. April 22. Wool Market
firm.
Territory
western mediums,
16fi)22c;
fine
204i 24e;
mediums,
fine, 12 18c.
-

Come

inthe

Fmecy Price

Me

H.S.LITHGOW

eating's fine

i

BOOKBINDER
RUBBER STAMP MAKER
Sit W. Gold Ave. Phone 924

Here

.Money.
New
3

April

York,

firmer,

2 fa

'i (d 4

Call money,

22.

24 per cent; prime paper

per cent;

dollars,

Mexican

44c.

We Have It I

Storks.
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison
pfd
New York Central
Southern Pacific
Union Faclnc
United States Steel
pfd

Dairy Farm

Spring Suit, Hat, Shoes, i;
Ehlrta, Ties, and everything In the
wearable line.
Hen's well made, stylish Suits
110, S12.S0 and 15.
Boys' Suits $2.60 to 14.
MEN'S DRESS SHOES.
125 Acres, U. S. title; 25 Cattle
Well made, good wearing Shoes,
Jerseys and Durham, 6 fresh
per pair, $2.60, $3, $3.60 and $4.
and 9 more coming In soon;
Men's Work Shoes, $1.60, $2 and
good 3 room residence; milk
$2.60.
house; 2 pumps; 'all fenced; 30
BOYS' SHOES.
acres in timber; close In
Sizes IH to 6 V4 $1.36 to $2.50.
Sizes 12 to 2 $1.25 to $2.26.
Price $3,000, half cash.
Sizes 8 to 11 90c to $1.85.
OF
MEN'S HOSE.
6PECIAL SALE
13 dosen Men's Hose, regular 12
...
quality, 8 pairs for 25c.
10 dozen Men's black
Hose, per
pair, 6c.
Agent.
Third and Gold.

That

Bargain

CASH BUYERS' UNlOTt

DID YOU KNOW

ol Kinds of Fresh and

and

are always pleased to show
good. Come in and get acquainted, for if you are in need
Furniture,
of anything In
Stoves, Carpets or
we can
money.

Housefur-nishlng-

)
53 V,

115

Ball Meat

July

Ta

9'

.'

Pork

May 56fi)'4; July
May $17.2V4; July $18.0714
May $10.35; July $10.47 !41)

68

49H.

May

Ribs

July $9.70.

$9.60;

Cldcflgo Livestock.
Chicago, April 22. Cattle 3,000.
Steady. Beeves $4.70 6.90 ; Texas
steers J4.5fy 5.65; western steers
$4.40 fin 5.60;
stockers and feeders
$2faJ
$3.40 (i! 5.50; cows and heifers
5.90; calvea $4.25fg. 5.75.
Hogs, 12,000. 5c to 10c higher.
Light $6. SOli 7.40; mixed $6.90 i) 7.45 ;
heavy 1 6. 9 5 Co) 7. 4.5; rough $6.957.10;
pigs $5,751) 6.65; bulk of sales $7.15
T.35.

Sheep. 5.000. Strong. Native $3.60 tfi
6; western 13.6041 6; yearlings $6 '(
7.10; lambs $5.40r(t8; western lamlu

EMTX KUEXNWORT

watoaie Katldlng. North Third 8tre

$5,401) 8.10.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, April 22. Cattle
including 200 southerns, steady.
Native steers $5.25 ft 6.60; southern
steera $4.6011 6 ; southern cows $3'n5;
native cows and heifers S3.25&6.25;
stockers and feeders $4115.75; bulls
$3.75 li 5.2; calves $3.50ii 6.50; wet-er- n
steers $5i6.30; western cows

0,

s,

save you

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.
Phone SO.

Mi

'0i9;

GUY

114 W. Gold

$4.5011 5.50.
Hogs, 8.000.

higher.
Bulk of sales $6.80 W 7.20; heavy $7
7.30; packers and butchers
$6.95
6. 65Q7.10; pigw $5.50
7.25; light
Strong to

5c

"i

Highland Livery

6.25.

6.000. Steady. Muttons $5 ft
lambs $6.25'!i 8; wethers and
yearlings $4.75 ti 7.30; ewes $3.50'(i6.

heei.

TTB

Phone fit.
John St.
Ill
Cp to date turn-out- s.
Best driven
In the city. Proprietor of "Sadie,"
be ptcnlo wagon.
f

W.

short man can travel as
fast as a slant If he makes
his feet go faster.
Likewise,
short locals
scattered on different pages

aaageC

Street betweea

eeoad

Ooasar

A.

CITY

Csattai

aas"

Phones:

Attended

Shop

Residence

10U5;

&

SU

I'Iioiic

Choice native spring

feel.
,

Htri-tt-

K. W.

llu.ne

l'

u liedt

16.

N. U.

Suits worth $22.50,

and $30
$12, $14 and 813
$25

Shoe Shop

Net and Laco Waists,
worth $, $8 and $10, at
S3, $1 and $5

I

Our specialty la making cowboy
ots and
shoes. First clans
repairing, Beet rock-oa- k
sole leather 1
astxL Twenty years' experience. I am
nukcur of the trade. Give us a trial.
Work called for and delivered.
S23 W. Central Ave.
Pbeoe MS.

Voile and

finest made, worth $12, $14,
and $16. at
$3. 88 and 87
Lingerie Silk and
Foulard
Dreses, worth $18 and $20.

The New York Cloak
815 SOUTH

Panama Skirts, the

at

$5, 87

&

SECOND STREET.

M

a

i

and

812

Suit Go.

Collopoihle

:

MELONS

Tlircc Orientals Take Vp Tract North
of the City and May Indiieet
Oilier to Engage in the
Industry.
Cantaloupe
seed, sufficient
for
planting over one hundred and fifty
acreg wh ordered by President J. 10.
Canta-leup- e
KIder, of live Albuquerque
(Jrowers' association this morning, and final preparations are being
made for the planting, about May 1.
Twenty more acres were udded to the
association lists yesterday when that
amount of land, situated several mil 's
rorth of the city, was rented by three
Japanese who recently came to this
city to Investigate the melon growing
Industry. These Japs came with their
own money and represent many of
the same race who are now engaged
In a slmiliar business in southern
Wyoming. They ar well educated
in sugar beet and melon growing and
have already commenced operations
on their tract of land north of the
city. Should they succeed, many
more acres will be taken up by Jap
anese, who, during the winter months
have been working in the mines of
Wyoming.
to
A movement is now on foot
make up ;i purse which will be di
vided Into three prizes to bo awarded
for the greatest amount of melons
raised per acre by the members of
the association.
The following letter of Instructions
Is today being mailed to the mem
bers of the association, in which full
directions are given for growing the
melons as well as the preparation of
,
the moll;
Dear Sir: At a rrcent meeting of
the board of directors of the Albu
querque Cantaloupe Growers' association. It was determined to fix the
date of planting us follows: First
planting May 4; second planting May
8.
It is hoped therefore you will
make the best use of tho time until
then In getting your land in tho best
of condition by that date. It haa also
any
oecn determined not to take
chances upon the quality of seed to
plant. It being imperative that tho
best obtainable should be secured.
Seed therefore is being provided for
slightly in excess of the ucreage you
have signed for so If you desire to increase your acreage, the question of
supply of seed will not stund In the

called to certain points In connection
with cantaloupe culture which are
the
endorsed by Mr. Cadwallader,
crop expert for the commission firm,
w.hich will handle our crop the coming season.
First, the land should be prepared
by plowing seven or efgtit inches deep
disking and levelling into as mellow
state as possible. Parallel furrows
or ditches should be iuid out seven
or eight fet apart and ihe water run
through these ditches about four days
prior to planting In orfler to determine the water .level ,m the ditches
as the water at no time during the
irrigation season must be permitted
to flow or lie on the seed bed. Under
be
no consideration should melons
grown In beds, and these beds flooded.
The ditch system is the only
method to employ. The plant must oe
Irrigated but not the melon. Seed
should be planted along these ditches
about four inches from, the furrow
or ditch and on a level with the water line, about eight seeds to the hill
and four feet apart, alternating lirst
or one side of the ditch, then ou the
other. Cover the seed with about one
and one half inches of soil. The irrigation given Just prior to planting
should be sufficient to germinate the
feed, but each grower must determine this largely for himself on account of the difficult kinds of soil
employed. After the plunts begin to
show the fourth leaf, they should be
thinned out, leaving two plants to
each hill. Water should be used at
this period sparingly, so the roots
will seek moisture ty Tolng deep into
the ground. This will give the root
deep hold and provide a larger and
thriftier vine und consequently a
stronger bearer and earlier crop. Too
much water will keep the root near
the surface and will therefore require
irrigation oftener during the entire
season and will not bo as healthy or
producer of quality.
The first two cultivations should be
deep while the plants ure small and
as the plants get larger, continued
shallow cultivation is preferable so
as not to disturb laterals and feeders
ui the plants.
When the plants begin to vine,
train the vines onto the high ground
keeping
the
between the ditches,
uitches open. When you come to
thinning, it is deemed advlsaole to
pinch off those plants you wish to
kill, instead of pulling. The latter
loosens the soil about the remaining
plants, often causing them to wilt,
whereas pinching leaves the roots of
the destroyed plant to furnish a fertilizer for the plants remaining.
J. E. BLDKK.
President, Albuquerque Cantaloupe
(rowers' Association, orflce 9, N. T.
Arniljo building.
The seeds will arrive here about
May 1 and will be distributed to the
members of the association from the
offices of President J. K. Kld-T- .
,

OF WATER COLORS
Mrs. Fulton's Art Exhibit
l Woman's Club Attracts Atlent. it of
Many Picture 1ovefS.
Mrs. S. M. Fulton's art vx bit at
the Woman's club today
.. t the
most splendid array of wi ; . color
pictures ever shown In Albv icrquc.
The collection consisted of 1,
studies, some painted from
sc. a In
Ohio, some from Colorado la .scapes
' New
and others from ptcturesqu
Mexico.
There was an exce; onally
fine group of views taken fn i landscapes In the vicinity of Lagi. a and
Acoma, western Valencia county.
The New Mexico views were the
center of attraction, and
elicited
many expressions of admiration. Mt.
Tabor, one of the prominent
landmarks of central New Mexico, covered a card 15x24 inches. There was
a fine view from near Uluewater;
reproduction from the Interior of the
old church at Laguna, painted from
memory, as the Indians would not
permit the artist to work In the
church; a large picture showing the
Enchanted Mesa about which so
much has been written; an Interior
view of an Indian hogan at Laguna;
a reproduction of the old Navajo
church near Fort Wlngate; and a
number of splendid street scenes of
the quaint village of Laguna. Mrs.
Fulton made several trips to Laguna.
The coloring there and all over
she says, Is- so different from
any place else In the world. There
Is a marked difference In the colors
of the New Mexico pictures and
those of Colorado and the views from
Ohio come In for another great
change.
Mrs. Fulton Is a pupil of J. L.
Sharpley of Cincinnati, the well
known painter of Indiana, and has
also studied under Fry of St. Louis.
She was a student of the art school
of San Francisco for a year, in the
study of sketching and oil work, but
her best work, the water colors, are
of her own evolution.
Callers were received this afternoon from 2 until 8 o'clock. Mrs.
Fulton was assisted in receiving by

x

.

rts f

Go-G- o

For the Youthftil

Heir
in original and novel
designs are among
lately arrived goods.
We have them in
black, blue, green and
gray, with all "modern improvements"
They range in price

:

From $8.50 to $17.50

Albert iFafoer
West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

4444444t44f4r44441

New-Mexic-

-

Mrs. W. R. Lyon.

MANY

HANDSOME
PRIZES

AT BAZAAR

University Girls Securing Civncrous
Contribution for Benefit of
Aitilrticn.
The university

bazaar, which will
afternoon and evening In the building formerly occupied by the Uluewater Development
company at Second and Gold, is assuming such proportions that the
young ladles In charge are kept constantly busy looking after the donations and completing arrangements.
The committee has a list of eight
articles, all very expenhandsome
sive, which will be raffled. All other contributions will be Bold over the
counter or placed on the paddle
wheel. The 'varsity young ladles expect to secure enough funds to put
the football team out of debt for the
balance of Its existence. These are
the articles to be raffled:
Handsome watch fob, donated by
Yanow; picture, framed by Hudson;
picture, donated by strong Bros.;
handsome cut glassware, donated by
O'Rielly Drug company; University
Jersey, guaranteed to lit, donated by
Matson; bracelet, donated by the
Harvey curio store; riding bridle, donated by J. Korber. All of these
prizes will be raffled and it is expected that they will produce considerable revenue. Further donations
will be added to the list later.
be held Saturduy

OF

Mover
Do you wish a beautiful lawn or garden
Tf you do you had better "get
this year?
busy" now or you will never have it.
To start with the right tools is quite as
important as it is to start early.
If you want the right tools at the right
prices call on us.
We have everything for the garden from
a spade to the hose and lawn mower

RAABE& MAUGER
North First Street

115-11- 7

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

'

BUGGY

Consolidated Liquor Go,
EVERYTHING. IN OUR LINE
Write (or Illustrated

AND HORSES

OFFICE

MISSING A WEEK

121

Catalog and Price List
SALES ROOM

AND

and 123 North First St.

Phona 138

lteirls Fads to Poiic
Wltcn Mjui Who Hired Outfit
Fail to Return.

liveryman

After waiting a week and having

no news from a team which was let
out last Friday to a man giving his

name as Parker, J. 10. Bell, the
North Second street liveryman, reported the facts to the police this
morning.
Mr. Bell says that Parker came to
his place Friday, April 16, in the
forenoon and asked for a team to
drive to a place four miles north of
Bernalillo. He says that Parker had
been living at the boarding house of
Mrs. Davis on North Second street.
When six days had passed and he
received no word from the man, he
concluded thut his team had been
stolen.
The team consisted of one sorrel
horse weighing 850 pounds, branded
on the left hip, and a brown horse
weighing 9G0 pounds. They were
hitched to a top ouggy with a yellow
tongue.
A 9125,000 BUILE.
The ikons in the Cathedral of the
Assumption in the Kremlin at Moscow

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to tba shin gin oa the root, wv ara
ing Building Material Cheaper than 70a have bought
snaay years. Save at least Xft per etm and

setttarn

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
phojtb a.

CORN 31 THIRD AND MARQUETTE.

'OLD RELIABLE"

Le
I THE

Lumber Co.

ESTABLISHED

B, PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

18T3

1

GROCER

are immensely valuable. They yielded
iFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
about 5 tons of silver and 5 hundred
weight of sold to the French soldiery
In 1812, but
this treasure was re- X Carries the Largest ud Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
covered by the Cossacks, who in th.Mr
the Southwest
gratitude, presented to tho cathedral
weighing 900
a silver chandelier
pounds. The Jewels with which the
WAGONS
ikonostas is adorned are valued at
$125,000.
This is a Bible so large
RAILROAD AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
that two men are needed to life It and
i' Is studded with gold and emenU
an other stones. A sober estimate
in the
of the weight of gol used
lum h alone places it at 106 hundred
Harper's Weekly.
weight.

Swept Over Niagara.
This terrible calamity often happens
a careless boatman Ignores the river's warnings growing
rtppb
and faster current Nature's
warnings are kind. That dull pain or
ache in the back warns you the
need attention if you would escape fatal maladies dropsy, diabetes
or Bright's diasease. Take Electric
Bitters at once and see backache fly
anil all your best feelings return. "After long suffering from weak kidneys
and ian." back, one $1 bottle wholly
cured me." writes J. R. Blnkenshlp,
I'.illous? Kiel heavy after dinner?
of H'lk, I'enn. Only 50c a. all dealTongue coated? Hitter taste? Comers.
plexion sallow? Liver needs waking
up. Loan's Ri gulets cure bilious atIho 1. II. Cox, the plumber, for gar-dr- n tacks. 25 cents at any drug store.
bote. .All grades and prices, from
o
$5 to H. Gardeu hose repairing. 70S
Subseiibe for tk Cltts.o ad 01
cat Central. Phone 1020.
NEWS.
tks
be-ai-

We are a branch of a large New York clothing and suit
company, doing business throughout the United States. Ours are
positively New York garments of best quality and style, and are
SOLD AT NEW YORK PRICES.
Can you match these prices?

662

for
So.

O2-6-

AT NEW YORK PRICES

to

16.

city. Exclusive agency for Packard
shoes for men, and Hanun, Selby
and Dorothy Dodd shoes f')r women.
Ask to see them.
None smarter.
Rosen walil's shoe department.

LADIES' NEW YORK

Silk,

Star Boot

HM

"a444STYLES

at

Lone

S.

FEB,

When you want the best shoes
made, go to Rosenwald's, the largest
and most complete shoe stock in the

elilcUen

,

Ship Corner Fourth St. and Copper Art.
ALBUQUERQUE,

602r0l

l"lrst

and Builder
Promptly

K. W.

busy, send

ED. F0URNELLE

Jobbing

M-a-

THE CITIZEN?
If you are too
for our ad num.

Carpenter

Sliortx.
42 per rent
Vlton Scd
protein fed with bran; it's a great
producer of milk.

will often do the work of a
display ad, and their cost is
is a mere trifle,
We have many advertisers who use them dally.

orsea asd Mules boagat
TURNOUTS IN THV

line Bran.
Vmrs' Bmn.
lino ami Mwiw, mixed.

A

L. TRIMBLE & CO.
uvKitr.
salc. rati , r
TRANSFER STABLE

BETS

,

6.60;

BAMBROOK BROS..

TO

i way.
103', 4
For your Information and In order
130
to follow as near a uniform system as
1204 possible, your attention Is especially

May

10.50.

team Sausage Factory.

We SELL IT rOR LE88

76'

10 1',

Corn

Lard

Moat Market

OCXXXXXXJCXXXXlOrjCXXXXXXXXXX

10.

S.
Oats

THIRD STrtEET

122 Nirlb Smeted
WH. DOLDK. Prep.

We Invite comparison

1

J. Borradaile

.

..

ex-dl- v.

Grain and IVovlwioii.
Chicago, April 22. Close:
Wheat May $1.21; July $1.09

--

PACK FIVE

Id

.

kld-r.ey- g

FARM 4ND FREIGHT

Builders'

and

Finishers'

f
M.

Supplies

Native and Chicago Lumber,
Paint Noat B1S11.
Bullalng Paper, Plaster, lime. Cement, Glaea, Sash. Doors, Bta.

J. C BALDRIDGE

.

423 SOUTH FIRST

I

FACE

Tiu nsnw,

'AtBUQTTEKOTJE CITIZEN.
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ATTACKS ON THE

PRES DENT ARE

wm
Tart Is Doing His Work Well
and Not Bacitslldlng cn
Roosevelt Policies.
April

Washington,

21.

The

best

and most devoted friends, the most
loyal and faithful followers of Theodora R osevelt In Washington, are
of the i. pinion that those newspapers
anil magazines that have commenced

a campaign for the election of a dem"-

eratic House next year and the ronomtnution of Roosevelt for the presidency in 1902. have missed their design by attacking the Taft administration too soon.
And too unjustifiably.
No sooner was Mr Roosevelt be- yon,i the seas than they began.
Tart is denounced as a reactionary
and a traitor to Roosevelt and the
Roosevelt policies.
And although he has not been in
the white house much more than a
month, has not yet had opportunity
to send a single general message to
Congress, and has scarcely had time
to acquaint himself with the routine
duties of his place. Judgement Is already passed and the people of the
United States asked to condemn him.
The acquisitions the public Is re-- j
fiueatcd to believe Involve the charge
against Mr. Taft that he Is an
a hypocrite, a liar, a coward
and a finished scoundrel."
Of all these he Is unmistakably
guilty it it be true that he has nut
only ubandoned the Roosevelt policies, but that he conspired to abandon them ever since the day after
the election. For he promised, n"t
once out many times ami hi many
different places, to carry out the policies of his predecessor.
He did this in a speech at Columbus. I)., as long ago as August 19.
1907. wher he said, at the conclusion
of an exhaustive analysis and discussion of those policies. during
which he approved them In detail:
"I have reviewed at great length
have properly come to be known
as President Roosevelt's policies and
have discussed them with what I hope
you will think is entire candor. I
have attempted to point out one or
two Instances In which I would qualify details of future policies which
lie has sketched, but with these mln- or exceptions as to method, I am
glad to express my complete, thorough and sincere sympathy with, and
"in-grat-

t

admiration for, and the great conservative movement which has with
wonderful success Initiated and car
lied so far against bitter opposition t.
remedy the evils of our prosperity
and preserve to us the Institutions
He have Inherited from our fathers."
Again he made the same solemn
promise. In words equally binding,
explicit and forceful, when he stood
upon tli.. porch of his brother's house
in Cincinnati mid delivered the speech
in which he accepted the nomination
for president. More recently still,
when he was Inaugurated and delivered his inaugural address before an
assemblage composed of both houses
of Congress and the supreme court of
t..e t'nlted States, he repeatedly and
in the Immediate presence of his predecessor gave expression to the same
views
Mr. Roosevelt left the capltol,
throwing praise of the Inaugural address right and left to all with whom
he came in contact, and at the depot, while waiting for the train which
was to take him away from the scene
years of service, he
of his seven
again and again reverted to the manly way in which the new president
had delivered himself.
Mr. Taft has been snaking speeches
bearing upon tho Roosevelt policies
from
almost ever since he returned
the Philippines to take a place in the
them,
Roosevelt cabinet. In all of
whenever he has dwelt upon those
policies, he has given them his unqualified support and endorsement.
We are asked to believe that In
one month after he has assumed the
highest office In the world Mr. Taft
has deliberately turned his buck upon the distinguished record of a lifetime, and has allied himself with
thos,' whom he has so often in his
speeches denounced as enemies of
the American people.
Another charge Is that Mr. Roosevelt went away disappointed that Taft
should have advised with him and
taken his counsel. Mr. Roosevelt
said, repeatedly, that his chief purpose In going to the wilds of Africa
was to keep his word with the American people, to whom he promised
that If they would elect Taft president
he should be their president In fact,
and that the suspicion that he would
be only the tool of the man who first
esked them to place him In the white
house would be proven groundless by
the very fact that Roosevelt would
lie entirely out of his reach.
Which seems to dispose of that.
The attitude of Mr. Roosevelt's
best friends Is not hostile t.i Mr. Tat't.
They have his word that he is going to carry out the Roosevelt policies ami they will believe he Is going
to do t. and will continue to believe!
It until they are shown that he is
not. And the man who shows them
has got to come out with more than
words.
It will require unmistakable proofs.
In the meantime they are feeling
pretty well over the way the case for
the dissolution of the Standard Oil
monopoly is being pushed, and over
thv movements for the consolidation
of overlapping bureaus and divisions
in thfc government departments In the
direct Interest of Ponomy.

BLAMESTHE MEN
FOR COSTLY
CLOTHES
California Professor Says
Husbands Want Their
Wives Too Well

Dressed
April 22. "Men
San Francisho,
are responsible for the folly of the
modern woman's attire."
This is the conclusion reached by
Miss Jessica Pelxotto, assistant professor of economics In the University
of California; six of the brightest
women students of the University,
male
and Isabura Shoda, Japanese
student, who are making searching
Investigations of the cost of living
and are seeking a solution of startling modern changes In the standard

students says that these plais called
for palaces.
Rut not so Shoda. He explained
that one of these days after he left
college he hoped to have a home and
that he thought a building costing
$4,000 or $5,iMH) would do very well.
figured tho
The women students
cost of female attire at $l,0a0 a year.
w as
$110.
The
Shoda a estimate
women allowed $73 a year for hats.
Shoda said that in his estimate, he
had placed this Item at $N to $10 a
year, and that he thought it high
enough.
Shoda Is low again on his estimates
of the cost of an "clllclcrit" man's attire. With rigid equality he would
allow the husband the same sum as
the wife. Rut not so the college girls.
For men they allow about $400 a
year.
Every estimate made by the young
women has "been shockingly high,"
as they themselves admit.
"My girl students handed me estimates that would call for incomes
of at least $5,000 a year." said
Pelxotto.
"Men are responsible for the frip-- I
ery of female dress. The women get
It because the men like to see them
wear It. In Paris, for Instance, at
one of the fashionable stores for
women, one may see hundreds of men
accompanying their wives on shopping tours. They g.
into ecstacy
over the prettiest things In the place,
and hold up their hands at the first
of the month when the bills come
in. Men like to see the women beautifully gowned. They feel a great
sense of pride in them, and, of
course, the women buy the clothes.
That Is why we see higher and higher
prices on women's clothes."
All of the Information Is to he tabulated. Future classes will add to
the facts until the university shall
be in possession of valuable Information as to tho actual cost of maintaining families and future students
may be presented with valuable hints
as to what their prospective households will require, what incomes are
necessary for happy homes and
where to save and where to spend.
Pro-fess-

of living.
I

very-mode-

ivwy.y,'

TO SELL

AnythingQuickly
You can learn who will pay good prices
for the things you have to sell, at no expense, except for the cost of a Citizen. It's
easy profitable and more dignified than
the "for sale" sign way only a few people will notice the si?n, and they may not
be interested in what you have to sell.
Not only can you find a ready buyer for
single articles, but stores, houses and real
estate can be sold if you patronize the Citizen Want Ad Columns

I

Read Citizen Want Ads Every Day

j

AN UNDERGROUND AUTOMOBILE FOR UNITED STATES
SENATORS AND A VICE PRESIDENT OF THE U. S.

A In hi mouse Is a frail and harmless
looking little "beastie," about which
I u i ns' wrote one of his most beautil!y himself he would not
ful poems.
In' regarded as especially dangerous,
but when lv becomes mice, as he does
with great rapidity and In geometrical
progression, the case i somewhat different.
TII1-- : HATLKSS
In a certain valley in Nevada last
year Held inieo entirely destroyed
The automobile is in Washington.
s
of 2n.00il acres of alfal It was built to carry 1'nited States
fa. Their depredations brought down tenators.
.lust senators; and once in
upon them the American eagle in the
w hile a vice president of the I nit- shape of representatives at the bio ul States. Tin'
d
man in
logical nurvey.
the automobile, without any hat. Is
Experiments in poisoning disclosed
vice president of the I'nited States.
a method of lining sulphate of stry It Is none other than Jann s School- chnine on chopped green alfalfa and craft .Sherman, now the vice president
il falfa hay so successfully that even of the
I'nited States.
or. ranches where the mice reached
This automobile runs in ,i suh- a total of 12.0110 to the acre, relief
was obtained at thu cost of only "0
cents an ai re.
tXuw conies the most interesting
part of the experience. When the pest LEOPOLD ARRANGES
of mice rlrst became a serious menace
A rnNRll rYHlRIT
to the crop an army was sent direct
H UUilUU LAIIIUII
by nature, to war upon them. It consisted of thousands of hawks, owls,
gulls, herons, ravens, skunke, badgers,
weasels, foxes and
coyotes nhtur.il lUiiuiu's Killer lc oles Handsome
New lluildlng to
i'tlon of
enemies of the mice called together
by the news of good hunting. Uut
African Iridiicis.
all of them were also, be it notrfi,
as
of the class tmually designated
Brussels, April 22. Muxeunis as h
"vermin," and the farmers were in- rule are given a wide berth
by people
clined to regard thorn as fair game seeking entertainment, but King leo- and to shoot them.
pold has just completed at Tervuere,i
The representative of the depart ar. institution which will excite no
ment of agriculture, on the other end o' public curiosity. A principal
hand. Insisted upon protecting these si ction of it is to be devoted to the
birds and beasts as friendti rather exhibition of specimens from the Conthan enemies of tho ranchmen. The go. H is certainly a bold etroke f ir
result was immediate and remark
the king of the llclgiums. in view of
l ie.
Within the 20,000 acres w.i.'re the world-wid- e
criticism to which he
the mice were most numerous, the has been subjected owing to his alvermin which preyed upon them de- leged Congo misrule, to advertise his
stroyed at least 4 5,000 mice a day, former connection with the land of
and, with the assistance of poisoner.'", rubber in this fashion.
were able to take care of the rest of
Agents are scouring the Congo in
the mice and prevent them from do every
direction for Bultable collecing serious damage.
which to fill the enormous
tions
with
might
to
difficult
match
this
be
It
case In magnitude, but It is easy to huilding which the king has dedicated
ti his unique object.
This splendid
catch it in kind. Not In Nevada alone structure
will serv the double purbut all over the country tnere aro pose of supplying
the world with a
birds and beasts popularly regarded
as noxious which a larger knowledge, permanent museum containing representative specimen from the African
shows to be enormously beneficent.
dlst icts over which he rub s, and of
Youth's Companion.
for; ling a school and university for
Many
Any part or all or the first fleor ef Hi
students.
in colonial
d professors have already been
as Luna and Strlckler building ! sk
i
chair in this school; and a
ow ready tor occupancy and will be
number of experts have been en-- d
to responsible parties. Any v.
iwd
to (lystematize the exhibitions.
.iterations desired will be made to
uerous lit'tunw on the Congo will
alt tenants. Total floor space, II,.
diiven, and these will be practically
00 square feet.
Basement umi
mensions, steam heat and all other
nonstrated to visitors by specially
Apply W. 8.
ranged toura through the museum
modern lmpreTemsnts.
i stated periods.
trickier.
balil-hea.le-
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THE MIGHTY WORKERS OF AMERICA
The true builders of our civilization and of our national industrial
supremacy.
No other country in the world can boast of such a masterful army of
patriotic, intelligent, strong bodied and well paid artisans and craftsmen.
No wonder they proudly toast one another in foaming glasses of health- giving

The King of All Bottled Beers
Evr-- y

drop of which is alive with the strength of the finest northern barley and the tonic
po. is of the costliest Saazer hops. We employ 6, coo highly trained men at our model
bre ory to keep pace with the ever increasing demand for Budweiser, the natural drink
of America.

The Most Popular Beer in the World
Bottled Only at lb

Brewery

St. Louis, U. S. A.
CORKED OR WITH CROWN CAPS.

ito.

SAlt

three-fourth-

Anheuser-Busc- h

as.

FOR

or

Astonishing facts have been uncovered.
The college girl Is shown to have
expensive tastes. She wants to live
in a "palatial" residence. She wants
he loves sweets. It
line clothes.
would cost $5,000 a year to support
her, according to her tastes.
The Japanese student displays
ideas of tho cost of maintaining a household.
It has been discovered that women spend fabulous sums
for hats.
While young man students at the
University have been startled by tho
estimate of $1,000 a year as the
amount an "ordinarily etlicietit worn-- ;
an" might well expend upon her
clothes, there is food for thought for PRIEST IS DYING
young women contemplating such a
step as was taken by Henry Kmery,
OF SLEEPING SICKNESS
who became the bride of a Japanese
In the fact that Shoda would allow
her only $8 to $10 a year for her hats.'
Strang1 Ma lady Attacks Missionary
Mfow is the money spent?" Is one
Several Moo I lis AI'Hr He Reto
trying
is
questions
the
of the
class
turned lYoni Africa.
fcolve.
'
on'
year
you
spend
n
do
"Whtvt
Paris, April 22. The malady of
clothing?" How much on shoes, how sleeping sickness
made Its apmuch on hats? How much for car pearance In Paris has
In rather a sensafare? How much for amusements? tional manner, on Friday afternoon
How much for rent, false hair, sweets, Father Iieauchen of the Order
of
laundry. Jewelry, servants?" Hun- the Holy Ghost was taken unwell and
dreds of times these questions have decided to go unj. consult his- physibeen asked and the answers are to cian, Dr. Martin,
lie set out, but
be tabulated when the
is when near the Luxembourg
course
Gardens
completed.
his eyes closed and he sank to the
Also the students have been asked ground, as though
asleep. He was
to make estimates of what an "effi- carried into a chemist's shop and
livreally
cient woman"
needs for
given a cordial, but without effect.
ing expenses.
j
Police Commissary Itajaud was
The students were asked to draw summoned and suspecting the case to
plans tor the home of an "eiricient" be one of sleeping sickness, ordered
family. One of the young women the sufferer to be conveyed t once
to the Pasteur Institute, where
he
now lies In a critical condition.
The priest had contracted the dis- lase some time ago while traveling
on the I'pper I'banghi, but it wa. n"t
apparently until two years ago on his
return to Paris, that it declared Itself.
The arsenic and toxin treatment
proved unavailing, in Kpit(. of constant Injections of serum. All at
tempts to combat the deadly sickness,
are said to be without effect.
and
Father ilea lichen Is reported to be
dying.

Arniti

C. W. KUNZ,
Distributor
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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MAN IS VICK

PltKS 1DKNT SlIKRMAN.

terrain an passage u tunnel an un-- i
oeryround road connecting the cap-- !
itol building with the new $3,000,000:
otlice building built for the enliven-- 1
ienee of senators.
It Is a whole block from the
ohamber to the otllces "of some
nt the senators. To walk a block is
very hard f r many senators. Besides,
is undignified.
Senators git used
to r d ins. And the get used to un- Ben-sit-

e

ways, so it is singularly
appro riiite that they oe furnished
with vehicles for riding in their underground way.
charged by this traction
No fare
i ompany.
It is ull paid for out of the same
rators with
fund that furnM.ea
shaves, nahs, hair oil. tonic, mineral
water and subscr'r lions to the Ladies
Home Journal.

King Ixopold hopes, hy estublish-- j hist structures in the world. It stands
park, laid out with the
ing this magnificent institution, to dis- - in a
utmost skill of tho landscape garden
i"1""1' m'n'' aH to many er.
amin
It faces an extensive artificial

""pleasant charges which have been lake, the upper portion
brought against him in connection
with the Free State.
The building itself is a splendid af
fair and is estimated to have cost
nearly $2,500,000. With its exhibits.
it will, of course, be one of the cost- -

EvSexvwa
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CALIFORNIA
Fig Syrup Co.
5010

BY LEADING DRUGGISTS

c

WABOTTU

of which
forms a pond surrounded by beds of
flowers. Haised on a commanding
terrace, it occupies an exceptional site
end from Its front portico you may
see literally miles of the riurrounding
k
country. The building Is In the
style, one of its prominent fea
tures being rows and rows of Doric
A compliment has (been
columns.
paid to American architects by modeling it on the lines of one of the
state buildings at the St. Louis ex
position.
semi-Gree-

NOTICE FOK PVRL1CATION.
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
April 1, 109.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
F. Romero, of Albuquerque. N. M
who. on
190... made Home
stead Entry No. 5947. forSWtt, Section 4, Township 8 ti.. Range 6 E..
N. M. P.. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proofs, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. W. S.
Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fllomeno Mora, of Chilill, N. M.;
Juan Antonio Alderete, of Albuquerque. N. M.; Perfirlo
Sandoval, of
Chilill. N. M ; Prudenclo Maldonado,
of Chilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
For the bej work en ttijlrt waidtt
Co.
patroulro Ilubbs

TirciusnAY,

Ariuii

2a,

io.
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MALE HELP

A

FEMALE HELP

I

CLERKS
STENOGRAPHERS
BOOKKEEPERS
SALESMEN

Clearing House for the People's Wants

IIOCSES FOn RENT
ROOMS TO RENT

CHassifiod Mds

AGENTS

LOST AND FOUND

MALE HELP
1

class gentleman
stenographer for out of town position. Good salary, chance for advancement Southwestern Business
Association. 201 East Central ave.
WANTED By the Central Employ-men- t
agency, 113 West Central
avenue, phone 788, 87 good men at
once; steady work all summer.
MALE
HELP WANTED $ 0 A
month, T0 expense allowance at
put out merchandise and
tart,
grocery catalogues;
mall order!
kouse. American Hone Supply Co.,
Desk 18. Chicago, III
WHITE and we will explain how we
ay any man $8t per month and all
traveling expense to take orders
for portrait. Experience unnecessary. This offer made by tke greatest portrait kouse In the world.
.Write now before It la too late.
K. D. Martel. Dept. 820. Chicago.
M1N Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
can
are making tlOO a mentk,
yon. Address, National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447, Chicago.
TOUNO MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Berrlce. Examination In Albuquer
que May li. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Oov- -,
rnment Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 797
sent free, Inter-Sta- te
Iowa Ave., Cedar Rapids. Iowa,
MSN WANTED QUICKLY By Dig'
Cklcago mall order bouse, to dla--;
tribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
$26 a week; 8(0 expense allowance
rat month: no experience required.
Manager, Dept. 601, 881 Wabash
venae, Chicago.

First

Physician and Surgeon.

Resident,

610 Snath Walter Street.
10 so. office, .
Barnets
Building. Phone, $17.

Mcond

nana

TO SELL A HOUSE

Telephone 881

Room

8,

The SIGN

A sign will not do it alone, because it is seen only by those
who happen to pass your way and a customer may be a long time in

coming.

and
t Bank

DR.

The Real Estate Dealer

We recommend putting your property in
the hands of a hustling real estate man, one who advertises and consequently has a long list of house wanters on his books. He will save you
a tedious wait and perhaps make a better sale than you could yourself.

The Want Ad

By using the Want Ad you are certain to reach thousands of people of all classes and among them are sure to be some readers who will be interested. If you wish to sell your property yourself the
Want Ad is indispensable.

J. E. KRAFT.

S

and

Barnetl Banding,

S,

utm U'lueuy Drue
Appointment

Store.
Made by llatL

Phone

244.

DRS. COFP AND PETTTT.
DENTISTS.

It.

Room
N. T. Armlj

Building.

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. &

Established
By Smart II, Mono.
When Walter Kenney ami his
bronzed, soiled surveying gang set
FIRE INSURANCE
their Hag poles and steel chains upon
the strip of grren pralrlo, they came
upon a lip of a girl in a pink dress.
FOR SALE.
The girl balanced upon a spick-spa81,900.00
brick reswire fence and pointed a long, shiny-guidence on 8outh Broadway, to
barrel at a much surprised en
foot lot. tree and outhouses.
gineer,
j
Easy terms.
"Oo and build jour railroad some-- !
$3,000.00
Great bargatn ...
where else," she instructed.
"I won t
brick residence In the
have coal trains and Fourth of July
Highlands, close In; lawn, fruit
excursions puffllng through my quarand shade trees.
ter section and scaring my ponies out
11,000.00
A
h room frame
of their senses:"
house, modern, Fourth ward;
The engineer, three months out of
easy payments. A great barcollege and Impressed with the girl's
gain.
pure beauty, bowed profoundly and
Lot In new town of Belen,
stopped short on the ribbon-lik- e
line
at original plat prices. Call at
the Kansas & Pacific was puthing
ur office for full particulars.
from prairie to ocean, but Walter
Kenney, noting the disturbance, walk,
Choice vacant lots In city of
Albuquerque. See us before
ed to the front and cooly looked the
pretty obstructionist over.
buying elsewhere.
"Whufa this?" he demanded. "We
hnve the right of way, you know.
FOR RENT.
You can't stop us."
$8.00
house, near
The girl smiled at him rather saucshops on Pacific avenue.
ily, yet grimly.
$10.00
Comfortable,
new
"Can't 1?" she asked. "You get
house. North Eighth St.
back!"
$20.00
Adobe
'Stuff and nonsense:" laughed Kenlions, 1
rooms, bath, close In.
ney. Here, you man with the Hag
pole!
Skip over the fence and go
$30.00
Rooming house with
abend."
tore room, close to shops.
The man with the Hag pule, grin$30.00 Modern, seven room
ning, prepared to clamber through
brick, open Are places, large
tho
wires. Zip! sang
lawn and trees,
14th street
the shiny gun, and the shattered flag
near Central".
fctaff fell from the dased man's hands.
$2.50 per week, 2 rooms, furZip! went the rifle again, and Kenney
nished for light housekeeping.
felt the deadly breath of the thing
West Copper, near Third street.
past his cheek.
$55.00 Furnished,
modern.
"Can't 17" the girl repeated,
brick, facing
and Kenney answered, as he
park; finest In the city.
led his beaten gang away:
$05.00 Hotel Henrietta.
Is
"For a bit you can, my pretty
brand new, never occupied. Is
markswoman, but Venus and Cleo
modern, 27 rooms; fine locapatra In lovely combination couldn't
tion, a bargain.
hold up the Texas & Pacific."
That night with lantcrs and muffled
ABSTRACTS OP TITLE.
stakes the surveyors slipped down
upon the necessary quarter section
Having the only up to date
and prepared to push the long line
Abstract Books for the city of
on toward the distant ocean, but a
Albuquerque
and county of
great dog howled In the darkness and
Bernalillo, and a competent
the red laptern that the Ilrst man
experienced
and
abstractor,
carried spattered Into a hundred
and conveyancer In our office,
pieces as the unerring rifle spoke
, we are prepared" to furnish
again.
correct ABSTRACTS OF TI"I can pick you off one by one,"
TLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
warned the girl rom the shadows;
and at LOWEST PRICES.
and. baffled and beaten, the chain-beareMONEY TO LOAN at 8 per
retreated Into the night.
cent on first mortgage, In any
The next day Walter Kenney called
amount above $500.
upon Miss Myra Cornell and offered
LOANS
NEOOTLVTED
her the K & P's good gold, but to no
MONEY INVESTED IIOCSES
purpose.
TAXES PAID
RENTED
"No," she refused, "If you had beand complete charge taken of
haved prettily about It in the first
for residents and
properties
place I might have given in, but I
am determined now."
NOTARY rCULIO IN OFSo Kenney started his gang from
FICE.
the western edge of the desired quarter section and let the matter drift
Oold Awmy
219
for a while. Rut he continued his
visits to the Cornell home, coming
as often as the way open to come.
Myra Cornell was gracious and
charming when not on sentry duty
along the K. & P. right of way. and I
FOR RENT.
Kenney forgot the right of way squab,
Five room brick house, electrlo
ble and surrendered himself by
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
to the girl's piquant charm.
cement sidewalks, excellent locaAnd
came the day that he
tion and neighborhood, close In;
d
staked his happiness on one
'$25; water paid.
plea and proposed.
Three room fiats, with bath,
fhe listened to his declaration with
near chops, 110; water paid.
little red spots coming and going in
her cheek and a half smile upon her
FOR SALE.
lips. When she answered her voice
Twenty acre farm, 11 acres in
quivered the least bit.
alfalfa, 900 bearing grape vines,
"Rut the right of way?" she de
a good many fruit trees, five room
mandod. "Do you give up all Idea
adobe house, corral, etc.; well
of putting your railroud through my
fenced, near main ditch, about
little farm?"
two and one-hamiles from towa.
"Oh, yes." promised Walter KenPrice 83,000,
ney, with a sigh. "The Kansas &
About IS acres good land a
Pacific doesn't wage war on charm
short distance west of the Barelaa
ing women. We'll go around."
bridge. Price $76 an acre.
The girl laughed In silvery ripples,
Forty-fiv- e
acres fine land, one-ha- lf
as If greatly relieved. "You give up
In alfalfa,
balance planted
absolutely?" she asked further.
last year In corn and wheat;
"Absolutely," assured Kenney.
about seven miles from town.
"Ihen come with me," she Incited Price 13,600.
and Kenney followed her into the
Six room frame house, strictly
green fields.
modern, four blocks from busiTaking tip a light ax sho attacked
ness center, $3. 600.
one of tho fresh cedar posts, and,
Money to loan on flrst-claseathletic as she was, soon hewed it curity.
down.
"Now bring back your surveying
gang," she laughed. "I merely desired to win my point over"
"Over whom?" demanded Walter
$18 West Gold A venae,
Kenney.
Albuquerque, Mew Mexlc.
"Over my future husband," murmured Myra Cornell, blushing.
nut Kenney, when at last he saw
his surveyors driving the sharp stakes
through the much desired quarter
section, wond red which of them had
really won.
Send for Our
t.ia n
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPER
Words to Freeze Uie Soul.
wnereby you can Insert dls- "Your son has consumption.
His
Play ads In all papers for
case is hopeless." These appalling
FIVE DOLLAR8 PER INCH
s,
Biev-enwords were spoken to Oeo. E.
The Dake Advcrtlsinc Agency,
a leading merchant of SpringIncorporated.
field, N. C. by two expert doctors-o-ne
417 & Main St. 12 Oraary M.
a lung specially. Then was shown
Los Angeles, Ca). San Francisco.
the wonderful poer of Dr. King's
New Discovery. "fter three weeks
use," writes Mr. Ulevens, "he was as
well as ever. I would not take all
the money in the world for what it a3SS2UES
did for my boy." Infallible
for
coughs and colds. Its the safest, sur
est cure of desperate lung diseases
on earth. 50c and 91. Ouarantee satisfaction. Trial 'oottle free. All Deal-erto tako Cardirf, for your Iemalo
troubles, because ire are sure it
will help you. Remember that
this great female remedy
rs

Office hours, 9 s, m. to 11:80 p. m.

i:s

808 W.

wip. d.
made

Central Ave.

br malL

Phone 458

'

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney as

Wat

I.

Office First National Bank Bulldlisg
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DOBSON

Attorney

es

at Law.

Office, CrocwweQ Block.
Alboquaque, New Mexico.

j

Impas-pussicne-

IRA M. BOND

ss

book-keeptn-

troit,

Agents to sea our line of
lgar
cigar with at new patent
Ughtsr. Can also be carried as a
side line. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
IBS PONS IBaE men to sell Gaso-- .
lene Lighting Systems. Exclusive
territory, attractive proposition to
right parties. Catalog free. Acorn
Brass Mfg. Co. Chicago, 111.
WANTED Agents make It a day;
seven fast sellers; big new Illustrated catalogue and samples free.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 818.
Boston, Mass.
Positively make 810 to
AGENTS
820 dally selling the greatest photo art specialty ever produced;
something new and unusual. L. K.
Nutter, Mgr., 44 Carroll ave., Chicago, 111.
a. GENTS, MALE OR FEMALE, can
make all kinds of money selling
say Pongee
9wiss Embroidered
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
Big msney
for you. Catalogue
mailed on request. Joseph Oluck,
421 Broadway. N. T. city.
ATTENTION! Dloso Cabinets guard the home from contagion and disease. Require no attention. Just hang them up, that's all.
People are buying them by the
thousand. Send at once for sample
and terms. Montana Sales Co., Distributors. Butte, Mont.
Intelligent man or woWANTED
man to take territory, and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
'J

REALTY CO.
1838

tight-stretch-

State National

Block.

AitDOlntmenta

ge

AGENTS

10,

Dental Surgery.
Room

Hahn's Coal yard.
WANTED To buy large tract of
SALESMEN
cash
timber. Give full report,
price, location, shipping facilities,
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 226 Kitt-red- SALESMEN WANTED We
want
BIdg., Denver, Colo.
men capable of
880, 878 or
8100 per week to sell rotary wind
WANTED
Information regarding
signs. If you can get and mean
farm or business for sals; not parbusiness, write Albright Sign Co.,
ticular ataut location; wish to hear
Muncle, Ind.
from owner only, who will sell direct to buyer; give price, descripWANTBD
educated
An energetic,
tion, and state when possession can
man to sell tke New International
be had. Address L. Derbyshire,
Encyclopaedia
In New Mexico;
Box 1080, Rochester, N. T.
splendid spelling; state age, presfirst-claemployment
ent
and give referenPOSITION WANTED By a
ce. Dodd, Mead and company,
stenographer and typewriter.
Building,
Bhukert
Kansas City, Mo.
English and Spanish translations
a specialty. Thorough knowledge WANTBD capable salesman to eevet
of up to date business methods,
New Mexico with staple line. High
g
and insurance. Beet
commissions, with 8100 monthly
of references furnished on applicaadvance. Permanent position to
tion. Address R care Citizen ofright man. Jess H. Smith Co., De-

rTANTBX)

Practice Limited to TubercalosU.
Hoar 10 to IS and to 4

DENTISTS

saas.

fice.

THE KKillT OF WAY

.

A. G. SHOHTLE, M. D.

E. W.

WANTED Two (servants, cook and
laundress, chambermaid and wait- ress. Apply Dr. Smart's residence,
727 North Second street.
WANTED
Fifty tons choice alfalfa
hay. The Matthew Dairy, 1700 N.
Fourth street. Phone 420.

CARDS

L. BURTON, M. D,

SOLOMON

WANTED

VANTsU

PROFESSIONAL

PHYSICIANS

FEMALE HELP
WANTED Seamstress and apprentice for dressmaktiar
d m ment.
f?mnA TntlllnArv tknA
itraMmalrlnff
parlors, Fifth street and Central
avenue
WANTED A lady collector, - married or single, to collect
few day
montkly for a California Installment house. Easy work, good pay.
Reference required. Address Box
844, Oakland, Cat.

s

MOXET TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

FAiNTED

RANCHES FOR SAM
oproR-TtrNnxE-

JOHN M. MOORE
Real Estate, Loans.

IIOCSES FOR SALT

ntJsiNEss

DAILY SHORT STORIES

Mich.
Specialty,
SALESMAN

Attorney

FOR REM

FOR SALE

FOR RENT Four to
rooms, any
part of the city. W. II. McMilllon,
real estate broker. 211 West loll.
Fine, large rooms, reasonable, furnished.
Cottages with yards.
Store room.
Alfalfa ranch, all close In.
Inquire 121 H North Third street.
FOR RENT Typewriter, all kinds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Hxchange,
211 West Central.
g

FOR RENT Nicely furnished housekeeping rooms; strictly
modern.
No. 702 East Central avenue.
TO RENT A nicely furnished front
room; can have board In house If
wanted. No other roomers. 209 S.
Walter street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
210, 915
for light housekeeping,
and 818 per month, 114 West Oold.
FOR RENT Furnished front rooms,
for housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Dor-a524 W. Central, rear. Rent reasonable.
FOR RKNT Two furnished rooms,
close In, ground floor, outside entrance. City water. 22.50 a we-Inquire 409 W. Copper or 219 W.
Gold.

dry
goods
and furnishing; msn covering speprecific terrltery, (single states
ferred), 7H per cent commission;
state present accounts.
Handkerchief Co., 871
Broadway, New Tork.
WANTED
Salesman to carry
Souvenir Post Cards as aide
proposition.
line. Money making
Borne of our men making
9200
monthly. Bute references. Gartner
4k Bender, Chicago.
WANTED
80 a month, 970 expense
chandlse and grocery catalogues;
mall order house. American Home
Supply Co., Desk 82, Chicago, 111.
achaving
WANTED
Salesman
quaintance with leading manufacturers of Albuquerque and surround
seeking
a publisher
AUTHORS
lng territory. Must have general
should communicate
the
with
knowledge of machinery and beltCochrane Publishing company, 877
ing and be prepared to work on a
Tribune building. New Tork city.
liberal commission basis as a reggood
Well established,
ular or side line. Post Office Box FORSALE
paying business. Invoices about
149, Station C, Cleveland. Ohio.
Address P. O. Box 220, Albuquerque, New Mex.
ANTED Honest, energetic salesmen to sell a general line of high
grade food products to hotels, resMONEY TO LOAN
taurants, farmers, ranchers and
taer large consumers. Experience MONEY Do you
need It? We can
aanetseasary; we teach you the
furnish capital for any meritorious
easiness; exclusivs territory. Our
enterprise. Stock and bond Issues
goods are guaranteed full weight,
sold on commission bast.
Metrofull suaasurs and In every way
121
politan Investment company.
meet tke retirements of all pure
Chicago.
La
Kalle St..
Bxeepttjnal opportun-rty- ;
food laws.
wrtte today for particulars,
oka Rexton A company, WholeLOST
FOUND
sale Orovers. Lake A Franklin sta.,
nhleasn
LOST Pniull
han,i bag containing
CITIZEN
$10 bill and thinxe; nlso letters
WANT ADS
addresseil Min K. K. VanHi rgi n.
BRING RESULTS.
Leave at this "ttk'e; reward.
Duke-Macmah-

te

n.

K.

Business Opportunities

88.-00- 0.

f

and

Peniaotia, Land Patents, Copywrighta,

Caveat. Letter Patents, Trade

Claim.
FOR SALE Everything in the store. SO F Street Marks,
N. W. Washington, D.
Including fixtures, also room for
rent. Call at Cosh Millinery store,
TITOS. K. D. MABDIBON
210 South Second street.
FOR SALE 265 Singer sewing ma
Attorney at Law
chine, used 3 months; 230. Others
85 and up.
114 West Oold.
Office, 117 West Geld Ave.
FOR SALE The house at 202 N.
Edith at a bargain, inspect same.
INSURANCE
Chas. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Underwood Typewriter,
B. A. SLEY8TER
good as new. MUlett Studio,
t
FOR SALE
dining table
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
pedestal style, nearly new, 212; two
Public
sanitary couches, with nice, new
pads, 27 each. 519 West Central,
Room IS and 14, Cromwell Blk.
up stairs.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
FOR SALE A nne Hardman piano,
good a new, beautiful tone. A
A. E. WALKER
chance to possess an Instrument of
unexcelled make at lust half what
Fire Insurance
it 1 worth. On exhibit at Whit
son's Music store, 124 couth Set Secretary
Matual Balldlng Association
ond street, Albuquerque,
IT West Ceotray Avenue
single
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
comb Rhode Island Rd and Buff
Leghorn eggs, 21 per setting. 1411
AUCTIONEER
North Fifth street.
J. M. Belli or the firm of Sollle A
OFFICE CHIEF QUARTERMASLe Breton, 117 West Oold avenue,
TER. Denver. Colo., April 20. 1!09. has obtained an auctioneer's license
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be for the purpose of serving tks public
received here and at office of the in that capacity as well as doing an
quartermaster ot each post below auction business at their own store
named, until 11 a. m , May 20, 1909. on Thursday of each week, at 2:80
for furnishing Corn, Oats, Bran, Hay and 7:80 o'clock. Mr. Sollle ha
and Straw or bedding lay, required had broad experience in the auction
during the month of August and business in his yeunger day. With
September, 1909, at Fort Huachui-bis close attention to business and the
and Whipple Uarracks. Arizona,; Fort polite and easy way in which he can
Loan and Denver, Colorado; Fort address the people, will assure htm
Bayard and Fort Wingate, New Mex- success as In other days. The peoico; and Fort Douglae and Fort Duple of Albuquerque can matt
no
chesne, Utah. Information furnished mistake In giving Mr. Sollle their
on application here or at offices ol work.
respective post quartermasters. J. W.
Pope, Chief Q. M.
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
OFFICE of the Chief Quartermns-t- i
Bambini, at her parlor op.
Mr.
r, Denver, Colo., April
21, 1909 posit the Alvarado and next door to
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be Bturges cafe, la prepared to give
received here until 11 n. m. on May tnereugh scalp treatment, do hair
21, 1909. for transportation of Mili dressing,
corns, bunion and
tary Supplies. Routes Nos. 1 and 2. ingrown treat
massage
nails. She give
covering hauling to Forts Apache and treatment and
manicuring.
Mr.
lliiiichuca, Arizona, during the fiscal Bambini's own preparation of comye-.commencing July 1, 1909.
plexion cream builds up the skin and
furnished on application
improves the complexion, and Is
Envelopi
containing
proposals guaranteed not to be Injurious. Bhs
"Proposals
should bo marked:
for also prepares hair tonlo and cures
" and prevents dandruff and hair fallTransportation on RoMt.- - N'i
addressed to J. W. POPE, Ct j'. f Q. M. ing eut, restores life to dead hair, remove mole, wart and superfluous
Our work la RIG ITT la every f
hair. For any blemish of the face,
narknent. Iluabe Laundry Co,
call and consult Mr. BasblaL

a

Six-foo-

Furnished Rooms

at Law.

lf

aa

A.

Montoya

slpt

We Ask You

a.

KILLthc COUCH
NO

WITH

Dr. .ting's
Discovery

lki
OQUCHS

FOR

Mill

CURE the LUNC8

WULDS
AHrniC

PHIO!i

tan. a.

has brought relief to thousands of
ouier sick vomen. so why not to
you ? For heauacho, backache,
periodical pains, femala weakness, many have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try It I

'Wa

"ti.il Bultla fr
THROAT UNO IU,G TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED BATISFACXOitV

Sold in This City
7
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PAOE RIGHT.
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nirnsnAV,

CITIZEN.

32. 1909.

huqurriiue deli gallon will leave here
Monday morning, and will be accompanied by a Inrne number of Mns'tns.
THE MAN of quiet
lrims
from the, southern part of the terriin clothes, who
tastes
tory.
G R O C E R
of
doesn't
for the frills
leading
care
Jeweler
K.
Yontz.
It.
the
Onllup. Is spending the day In the
5 of fashion, we have the
city, accompanied by hi family. ToBest Grade of
best models in the regular
morrow morning Mr. and Mrs. Yontx
CENTRAL AVE-visit
to
Fe
g
to
Fanta
arid baby will
styles.
Mr. Yontr's brother, who Is a promCity.
inent Jeweler of the Ancient
2
Hob" Walker, the prize lighter,
4
who Is In Jail at 'Las Cruec awaiting
trlnl for fighting, wrote a friend In
Albuquerque that he did not know he
was going to be Indicted and that if
twin
ht had known it, he would have left
&
Prompt and Careful Attenthe country. Kennedy, who was InA SWEET SIIOWKH.
unusual variety of nobby styles at a low price is what
dicted with Walker, Is in Canada, acmail
orders
to
given
tion
Yes. Indeed, and It's B shower of cording to W i.ker.
offer in our spring line.
things. Each "drop" Is tooth
been selling
sweet
S. V. May, who has
have made them for us,
ttesides a large variety of High Shoes in button and
some, wholesome ana surcnargea wim butter and eggs around the city for
Chase
and
Sanborns
equalled
be
and we have a great stock
canily
out
the
not
here
can
good cheer. It rnJns
time without having taken
lace, we have a showing of Oxfords that
we i.m
because
this
arreste,)
day
was
That's
whole
Ion.
license,
a
lel.Uier's
right
for you to select from. You
kind
every
Ccffees
Tea
and
and
anywhere et the price
are continuously getting fresh sup morning by Chief of l'oliee McMillin.
are
Suede
and
Colt
House
Club
Metal,
brand
Gun
Patent
Vici,
can look at some of the
Calf,
pay
tan
and
Tan
Buy a pound or a bushel
piles.
Judge Craig sentenced May to
take It home to the kldn, old and a lino of $10 and costs but remit
the leathers used and a for styles just study this variety:
Belle Springs Butter
young. You'll make them merry and ted the fine upon the agreement or
Button Oxfords. Gibson ties, Ankle Strap Pumps, Colonial
also, if you choose; we'll
you.
cost
which
license,
won't
a
cost
hurt
May
out
the
to
take
Pumps, plain Bluchers and every day lace, dull top and
sell you whatever you want;
him S 5 for three months.
72
dull quarter Oxfords, fancy tips and plain toes.
SCIIXTTT CANDY CO.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Frank Fillmore
it's here.
Thousands of people have been pleased with our shoes
left last night for El l'aso. wnere
Second Door North of P. O.
.Mr.
home.
they will make their future
and we are sure we can satisfy you too. Only give us a trial.
ami Mr. Fillmore have Dcen rci-uenof this city for several years CAN I BREAK FLOE
past and while in thin city have made
$2. 50 to $5.00
many friends. Mr. Fillmore has been
Men's Spring Shoes
WITH DYNAMITE
tendered a. position as assistant manto
$5.00
$1.00
This store is the hotre of
Women's Spring Shoes
largest dry goods
ager
one
the
of
ff
$t-oto $3.00
Hart Schaffner a Marx Clothes
Children's Spring Shoes
firms In HI I'aM, the' department
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schafiner It Mart
store of lulah'-r- .
Miigarii It Ivor Still Choked Willi tc
Funeral services for William John
anil I vv pells are TrjhiK to Clear
ho Central
o venue
n. .. whimn ile: t occurred in Illl-- l
the Channel.
Inst Tuesday evening, were held
dty
Clothier
Sliould you fall to receive The
Fort Niagara, X. Y.. April 22. A
cnap.i
In the French and l,owner
o
rUill
Ewnlnz OUzou, call up the
ice
meat
the
mouth
floe
locks
Cook
Fletcher
Rev.
afternoon.
thlt
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
The body will be shipp'd the Niagara gorge despite efforts to
No. SB, and your paper will be
to Trinid. id. Colo., this evening accom- - t break It with dynamite. A charge (
by
special
nietwonerr.
delivered
panied by Mrs. Iee and children. Mr. j 100 pounds was diseha rged thl
Dee eame to this city utioui nine morning and .only had the effect
weeks ago for asthma but death re- blowing slush into the air frm
Insure In the Occidental Life.
whence it settled back into the hoi
sulted from pneumonia.
4 82.
Try Glorleta bcer.--rr.o- ne
ap.ain.l
More attempts will be mad
this
nvrnlns
was
issued
warrant
A
Box factory wood S3. DO full load
MeClellan this afternoon by dynamite expert
court of Justice
the
to blow the Jam away.
'. II. Hahn Co.
against City Attorney Hugh A. ColDr. (5. S. McLiindress returned last lins on complaint of Attorney John
1i(jht from a fhort professional trip W. Wilson, of the law firm of
lots, 1110 feet w et "f the corner of Second ,t.
I have for sale
HOT CAMPAIGN WITH
Cerrlllos.
J9
and Coal avenue at $2,400. net.
son & White. The warrant was tne
for 52000,00 two houses can be built upon the property that will
It. W. null, a well known minim? result of a disagreement in the office
bring a net income of 9 per cent upon the entire investment. TIIK
man of Kelly, is making a short busl- - of Wilson & White Tuesday afterTHE 0. A.
AI'IMtlX'l TION IX VAM i: OF THF. MTS WIIJj IvVSII.Y UK 10
tss visit here.
noon during w hich Mr. Collins struck
Watch our Shoes Wear
IM'Jl C10NT J'KIl ANXl'M. as they will soon be In demand for busV. H. Ilanna,
for the San Mr. Wilson, knocking him down.
ings purposes, at which time the houses can be, at little expense,
(.eneral is on
ta Ke at Hun Marclal. was an Albu- - Tenants In the building Interfered I. lection of llo-ldeii- l
'
. This Afternoon anil the Content
removed west to cheaper property.
tight. The warrant
the
stopped
yesterday.
visitor
rnd
ueriiie
SHOE STOCK is so
Hulld your residences for Investment close in and not only have
was
Waxes Warm.
K. V. Shutt left lat night for at was served today and Mr. Collins
a guarantee of continual rental, but a l.iir profit In nilditlon u g)P
recognizance.
you will find it an easy
Louis, where lie expects to remain released on his own
Washington. April 22. Tile camInevitable rise In the value of the ground.
Mr. Wilson Is confined to his home paign of the. rival
some,
on
business.
timo
for
candidates
task to make your selections perare not serious.
Mrs. If. H. ClurkBon, manager of but his Injuries
president general of the Daughters of
fectly, whether it be for a man,
the Klmendorf Inn at KlmenUorf, X
the American lievolutlon has be&n
Illibl) l.KXJiTHY CANAL.
M., was a guest at the Alvarado hotel
conducted with vigor never before
Grand Junction, Colo.. April 22.
woman or child. We have a coryesterday.
Through the filing of a plat for an witnessed i:i the history of the orrect shoe for every foot in all the
high ganization. Mrs. Matthew T. .Scott, of
We have etlrred the town with our extension to the government
administration
big
hoe aale. Reductions in all line canal to be built by private capi- Illinois, the
desired t leathers. Turn or extenstyles of shoes for men and women, tal, the first public intimation Is, giv- candidate, and Mrs. William Cum-tilin- KOSK.WV.VM says "cinumEX's
Story, of New York, termed
SIIOKS."
sion soles. Lace or button styles.
Chaplin, 121 West Central avenue.
en of a project second only in im
'candidate,
VIUII-I'- V
Don't fret y.iur life away experiJ. S. Johnson, sugar beet expert for portance to the government project the
We invite your inspection while
were both given an ovation when they menting in buying inferior grades of
11 II I
the Hanta Fe, returned last night af itself.
our assortment is at its best.
The canal will cost two million dol entered the convention hall this af- children's uhoes. We are showing all
ter a brief visit in the southern part
two hundred ternoon.
proper lasts In both shots and
lars. and .1will reclaim
of the territory.
.
I
.. H ,1 Ho- ..
LARD
reigned after thi the
Pandemonium
We suggest that yau see
oxfords.
lll '"""u "
S. Yount. who has been visiting a
,
,
.
J.
T"'
two women had been nominated. them before purchasing
elsewhere.
in
Men's Shoes or Oxfords - $1.75 to $1.00
here for the past year, left last night ginning at
canal, the extension will run Many seconding speeches were nvudc Rosenwald's Shoe Dept.
Women's Shoes or Oxfords - $1.50 to $6.00
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where
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well
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and
in
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10 lbs $1.50
Mrs. T. I McSpaddcn.
Strayed from Hell Canyon Monday knownmerchants
"Queen of Chinatown,"
Don't forget the big shoe sale now
gray mare mule. Mane and tali is dead asas thethe result of pulmonary
We have Just received a full asBetter lard can't be made
going on at William Chaplin's, 121 shaved, both hind feet above nooi
sortment of children's and boys' tenWest
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Swift's Premium Hams
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Chinese
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Dr. J. A. Keldy has left for Oil have been regular ever since."
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Smokeless
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time.
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Philadelphia, April 22. A confer
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118H West Silver Avenue.
are preparing to go to Santa Fe fori Simon Garcla's horses, rigs, ad ence between President Lewis and
C. O. Cushman, Sec. Treas
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
presidents
the big consistory which will take dies -- nd spring wagons for country three anthracite district
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We Have the Shoe You Want
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Spring Suits

Hart, Schaffner
Marx

i

AN

te.

ultra-fashionab-

1

models,
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mm

Phone

ts

I

Suits $20 to $35

PERSONAL.

PARAGRAPHS

I

SIMON STERN

wsMi

A Gilt Edge Opportunity
TO INVEST $5,000.

SHOE STOCK IS MOST COMPLETE

i

1

e

A

"Don't Worry
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libi-aria-

OUR

M. P. STA MM

J

J

PREMIUM

1

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

w

24c

d.

SKINNER'S

318 W. Central Ave. Phone 315

THE

Hotel

hrs;

i

E. L.

Coal Coke Wood

Craoge

Washburn Co.

I

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

oys7

We have both makes. Our stock Is large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figure. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

Clothing

The Leading
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-iVll
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ITT

9?ntral
Albuquerque
Ave-Jewel-

er

We have the largest line of moKMomosx3K)SKmjX)x3Y3K m omoXMOsxyeo90KmmosKmomo
iJtJCSJUUUUUlXXXIUUCXJUUUJUO
Hoys' Nobby Suits ever shown
in Albuquerque.
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

Greens end Brown,
All the latest efTtcts.

SPECIAL
Boys' Knee Pant Suits,
Bloomer Style with two
pairs of trousers.
AND

500
Uv

st

Y""1

'"'"iihI

.J

Mall Orders Promptly Filled

.....CALL
$

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

2
WHITE VAGONS
XXXXXXODCXXICXXTXXJUJUUO
0LX7XnCKXXrXXXXXXXXKX7OOOUP

In Case of Emergency
C. O.

OKO. B. WILLIAMS 1199

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.
Central Avenue. Blue Front. Phone T8i.

ajbuquerqne.

I
J. A. Wood. Prop.
tlMHtf.,

'

"fftfl

Anyone Mniilng

qui. kir

a

Phone 251.
Office, Corner

Granite and First

Strong Brothers
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t

2

AZTEC FUEL CO.
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Mrs. R. B. Patten

railroaders,
if'ir: f.ar nientu.L Bold J ail tidealer
mechanics.
Lady Assistant
MUNN & Co.3B,Bmmm- -'- Hew YcrV
laborers rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclec-trl- c
.
U. C
. Braucioaoe. ttt F BU
nil. Takes the sting out of cuts,
burr or bruises at once. Pain cannot
You can Clothe Your Family here on
ta v.icre It la used.
Olfice
Employment
Colburn's
)
titers and others interested is
h
rlntlng traaea will be Interest
Richards' Cigar Store Men's & Ladies' Suits a specialty
to arn that they can secure the In at Joe113?
West Central Ave.
to- - . Printer of O. J. Kramr. at
r of flea.
c.ood,
white cook; also
t Ilcnjani'n woman for grill house work. Good
Huy your bilk Shirts
BIS West Central,
for each.
Wrigc
I i on., SIS West Central.

Farmers

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
W. 8CHMALMACK 1442
F. HOFFMAN

117 West

XOTICK FOll PUBLICATION.
(Not coal land.)
U. S.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Serial No. 05085.)
April 5. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Robert
L. Roberts, of Laguna, N. M.. who,
on Nov. 26, 1907. made 11. E., No.
05095 for NE1. Section 10 Township
7 N.. flange 4 W.. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final commutation proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before Oeorge 11. Pradt, U. S. commissioner, at Laguna, N. M.. on the
10th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Lucero. of Cubero. N. M ; J. Miller,
of Laguna, N. M.; Virgil P. Harrington, of Laguna, N. M.; James A. Miller, of Laguna. N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.
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